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The family sagas present a complex understanding of gender in medieval Iceland. Many scholars 

examine medieval Icelandic perceptions of gender and power in the sagas. However, few 

consider how the ability of foresight could affect these views. This thesis will analyze prophetic 

men and women across six family sagas. The results reveal that these characters wield a similar 

level of authority based on their prophecies and dream-visions. While some male characters 

disregard women and effeminate men for their visions, the author defends their authority when 

they prove that their prophecies are correct. Additionally, the writers ascribe both masculine and 

feminine traits to these individuals, allowing them to challenge traditional ideas of gender. These 

statements reflect a fascinating tension between the perspectives of the authors and that of 

medieval Icelandic society. As a result, this paper will reveal that foresight was significant in 

establishing a fluid idea of gender in Iceland.  
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Introduction 

The thirteenth- to fourteenth-century family sagas (Íslendingasögur) provide extensive 

information on the beliefs, morals, and perceptions of medieval Icelandic society. Although set 

in the ninth and tenth centuries, termed the ‘saga age’ by scholars1, the texts are valuable for 

their reflection of late thirteenth- to early fourteenth-century views. Their perspectives on gender, 

foresight, and magic in medieval Iceland are particularly significant for this examination. This 

thesis will analyze prophetic male and female characters in the sagas, with a focus on how the 

authors grant them certain levels of power. The writers problematize traditional ideas of 

gendered power in society by using the concept of destiny to give men and women a similar 

level of authority.  

 Old Norse literature demonstrates that medieval Icelanders believed in the unbending 

power of destiny; there are numerous family sagas, contemporary sagas and even kings’ sagas 

who refer to dream-visions that inevitably come true.2 In fact, prescient dreams are the most 

common type of dream presented in the family sagas.3  In scenes involving prophecies and 

dream-visions, the authors always iterate that the seer’s prediction comes true. This thesis will 

focus on six family sagas in particular, examining prophetic characters present in The Saga of 

Burnt Njál (Brennu-Njáls saga), The Saga of Gísli Súrsson (Gísla saga súrssonar), The Saga of 

the People of Laxardal (Laxdæla saga), The Saga of the People of Vatnsdal (Vatnsdæla saga) 

                                                           
1 Jónas Kristjánsson, Eddas and Sagas: Iceland’s Medieval Literature, trans. Peter Foote (Reykjavík: Hiđ Íslenska 

Bókmenntafélag, 1992), 203. This thesis will refer to The Sagas of the Icelanders as ‘the family sagas’ in-text.  
2 Vésteinn Ólason, Dialogues with the Viking Age: Narration and Representations in the Sagas of the Icelanders, 

trans. Andrew Wawn (Reykjavík: Heimskringla, 1998), 170-173; Guðrún Nordal, “The Contemporary Sagas and 

their Social Context,” in Old Icelandic Literature and Society, ed. Margaret Clunies Ross (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2000), 227-228.  
3 Christopher Crocker, “All I Do the Whole Night Through: On the Dreams of Gísli Súrsson,” Scandinavian Studies 

84 no. 2 (Summer 2012): 144.  
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and the Vinland Sagas which contain The Saga of Eirík the Red (Eiríks saga rauða) and The 

Saga of the Greenlanders (Grœnlendinga saga).4  

 Each of these stories include significant episodes of dream-visions and prophecies; 

several characters experience foresight and these visions impact events. Njál’s Saga follows Njál 

Þorgeirsson and the recurring blood feuds he becomes involved in through his advice and 

prescience, particularly when he provides warnings of the future.5 This story also features other 

interesting prophetic men such as Helgi Njálsson and Ketil Sigfusson.6 Gísli’s Saga tells the tale 

of Gísli Súrsson, a man who frequently experiences uplifting and horrifying dream-visions 

foretold by two dream-women in the story.7 Laxardal Saga follows the descendants of Unn the 

Deep-Minded, one of whom is Guðrún Ósvífsdóttir; she experiences four prophetic dreams that 

shape the course of the story.8 This saga also contains a fascinating example of a male seer 

known as An the Black who fears one of his dream-visions, similar to Gísli.9 Vatnsdal Saga 

follows the lineage of chieftains who resided in Vatnsdal; this tale also includes three intriguing 

examples of characters with authority over others based on their ability to see into the future. The 

first example is an unnamed foreign prophetess who appears early in the story to foretell the fate 

                                                           
4 Saga authors originally wrote these stories in Old Norse. However, this paper will examine English translations of 

these sagas, and situate its argument specifically within these translations.  
5 Njál’s Saga (Brennu-Njál’s Saga) (c. 1271), intro. trans. Robert Cook (London: Penguin Books, 2001), 35, 

originally published in The Complete Sagas of the Icelanders (Including 49 Tales) III, eds. Viðar Hreinsson, Robert 

Cook, Terry Gunnell, Keneva Kunz and Bernard Scudder (Reykjavík: Leifur Eiríksson Publishing Ltd., 1997). 

Hereafter referred to as Njál’s Saga in-text. 
6 Njál’s Saga (Brennu-Njál’s Saga), 139, 233. 
7 “The Saga of Gísli Súrsson (Gísla saga súrssonar)” (c. 1270 – 1320), in The Sagas of the Icelanders: A Selection, 

preface Jane Smiley, intro. Robert Kellogg (New York: Penguin Books, 2000): 531, originally published by Martin 

S. Regal trans. Íslendinga sögur II (Reykjavík, 1987). Hereafter referred to as Gísli’s Saga in-text.  
8 “The Saga of the People of Laxardal (Laxdæla saga)” (c. 1250 – 1271), in The Sagas of the Icelanders: A 

Selection, preface Jane Smiley, intro. Robert Kellogg (New York: Penguin Books, 2000), 328-330, originally 

published by Keneva Kunz trans., Íslenzk Fornrit vol. 5. (Reykjavík, 1934). Hereafter referred to as Laxardal Saga 

in-text. 
9 “The Saga of the People of Laxardal (Laxdæla saga),” 368. 
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of an Icelander, though he scorns her.10 Interestingly, the saga author proves that her prediction is 

correct.11 The second example focuses on a prophetess named Thordis who mediates a legal 

dispute with magic.12 The third emphasizes the power of a young woman named Signy, who 

interprets a dream correctly.13 Eirík the Red’s Saga details the first settlement in North America 

by the Norse, and it also introduces a powerful prophetess known as Thorbjorg.14 In this story, a 

farmer asks her to reveal the future to determine if a famine will end.15 Lastly, while The Saga of 

the Greenlanders primarily follows Leif Eiriksson on his voyages to Greenland, this story 

includes a valuable example of a prescient male character named Thorstein Eiriksson; he is a 

man who foretells the future from beyond the grave.16 Each of these characters have a similar 

level of superiority over others because they foretell the future and their predictions are correct. 

As a result, the saga writers apply the power of foresight to saga men and women to challenge 

traditional ideas of gendered power.  

 Of course, it is vital to understand what the sagas define as ‘power’ based on prophetic 

ability, and what levels of power the saga authors ascribe to these individuals. As the sagas 

purport that destiny is a powerful force that no one can change, prophetic characters are not 

capable of this either. As a result, these individuals cannot influence the course of fate that they 

                                                           
10 “The Saga of the People of Vatnsdal (Vatnsdæla saga),” (1270 – 1320), in The Sagas of the Icelanders: A 

Selection, preface Jane Smiley, intro. Robert Kellogg (New York: Penguin Books, 2000), 204-206, 256, originally 

published by Andrew Wawn trans., Íslenzk Fornrit vol. 8 (Reykjavík, 1939). Hereafter referred to as Vatnsdal Saga 

in-text. 
11 “The Saga of the People of Vatnsdal (Vatnsdæla saga),” 208. 
12 “The Saga of the People of Vatnsdal (Vatnsdæla saga),” 262-263. 
13 “The Saga of the People of Vatnsdal (Vatnsdæla saga),” 256. 
14 “Eirík the Red’s Saga (Eiríks saga rauða)” (c. 1220 - 1280), in The Sagas of the Icelanders: A Selection, preface 

Jane Smiley, intro. Robert Kellogg (New York: Penguin Books, 2000), 658, originally published by Keneva Kunz 

trans., Íslenzk Fornrit vol. 4 (Reykjavík, 1985). Hereafter referred to as Eirík’s the Red’s Saga in-text. 
15 “Eirík the Red’s Saga (Eiríks saga rauða),” 658. 
16 “The Saga of the Greenlanders (Grænlendinga saga)” (c. 1220 – 1280), in The Sagas of the Icelanders: A 

Selection, preface Jane Smiley, intro. Robert Kellogg (New York: Penguin Books, 2000), 645, originally published 

in Ólafur Halldórsson’s Grænland í miðaldaritum, Keneva Kunz trans. (Reykjavík, 1978). Hereafter referred to as 

the Greenlanders’ Saga in-text. 
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prophesize. However, the sagas purport that prescient men and women are powerful figures in a 

different sense. In such scenes, the writers imply that their ‘authority’ comes from their ability, 

because they are the only characters with this knowledge of the future. As a result, they are also 

the sole figures who are able to reveal this information to other characters and the audience, 

placing them in a superior position. To explore the levels of power given to these characters, this 

paper will define specific types of authority by using two modern interpretations provided by 

social psychologists John R.P. French Jr. and Bertram Raven: legitimate and expert power.17 

Legitimate power is the internalized belief that someone has the right to exert their power over 

others.18 Expert power refers to the idea that individuals respect those with knowledge and 

expertise in a particular area.19 In the sagas, this authority often manifests when characters seek 

out the wise and prophetic counsel of dream-seers, dream-figures, interpreters, prophets, and 

prophetesses. It also occurs when the saga authors recognize their status as seers above others, 

and when their visions come true.  

 Contrary to rigid, traditional concepts of gender, the saga writers also describe these 

characters with both masculine and feminine qualities. While many women exhibit feminine 

traits, the sagas also masculinize women who threaten characters with violence and death.20 This 

association is unsurprising, for Icelanders associated masculinity with physical violence and 

                                                           
17 John R.P. French Jr. and Bertram Raven, “The Bases of Social Power,” in Studies in Social Power, ed. Dorwin 

Cartwright (Michigan: The University of Michigan, 1959), 158-161, 163-164. These scholars claim that individuals 

can hold ‘expert power’ and ‘legitimate power,’ amongst other forms of authority such as reward power (156-157), 

coercive power (157-158) and referent power (161-163). This paper will apply the definitions of legitimate and 

expert power to prophetic characters in the sagas as these terms best define their authority based on their 

foreknowledge. While these definitions of power are somewhat dated, more recent scholars such as Linda L. Carli 

(1999) have used this definition as a framework for their paper(s); see Linda L. Carli, “Gender, Interpersonal Power, 

and Social Influence,” Journal of Social Issues 55 no. 1 (1999): 81-99. 
18 French Jr., Raven, “The Bases of Social Power,” 158-161. 
19 French Jr., Raven, “The Bases of Social Power,” 163-164.  
20 For example, a cruel dream-woman threatens An the Black in Laxardal Saga, foretelling his eventual death as she 

physically rips out his entrails in his dream (Laxardal Saga, 368). Later in the story, she does exhibit feminine 

qualities as well (Laxardal Saga, 373); see “The Saga of the People of Laxardal (Laxdæla saga),” 368, 373. 
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battle.21 Some prescient men of the sagas do act in masculine roles such as patriarchs and 

warriors, but the stories also de-masculinize them when they fear their visions, for example.22 

Indeed, medieval Icelanders equated cowardice to unmanliness and ‘effeminacy’ in this period.23 

The saga authors address this concept when characters use the Old Norse word, blauðr, for 

example: when characters address men with this term, it implies insult and suggests that they are 

cowardly.24 When characters use this term to refer to women, it is simply an identifier.25 Thus, 

Icelanders associated cowardice with femininity on some level. Consequently, many saga men 

disregard the visions of prophetic women and effeminate men. Evidently, these men are 

uncomfortable in the presence of an authoritative feminine figure. However, the saga writers 

purport that this distrust does not necessarily undermine the seers’ power; as fate was irrefutable, 

the stories often portray these distrusting men as incorrect and foolish for believing so.26 From a 

narrative standpoint, their distrusting reaction adds tension to the saga and nuances the plot of the 

story. However, their perspective is far more significant because it reflects an interesting tension 

between traditional Icelandic ideas of gendered power, and the views of the saga authors who 

problematize these conventional gender roles.  

 This thesis will explore the connection between gender perceptions and prophetic ability 

to reveal insights on the views of the saga authors and medieval Iceland in general. In order to 

                                                           
21 David Clark, Gender, Violence, and the Past in Edda and Saga (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 1; 

Ármann Jakobsson, “Masculinity and Politics in Njáls Saga,” Viator 38 (2007): 201. 
22 To continue from the previous example, characters de-masculinize An the Black in Laxardal Saga when they 

mock him because he fears the cruel dream-woman (Laxardal Saga, 368). He also acts as a warrior in battle in the 

saga defending a man named Kjartan (Laxardal Saga, 372); see “The Saga of the People of Laxardal (Laxdæla 

saga),” 368, 372. 
23 Carol J. Clover, “Regardless of Sex: Men, Women, and Power in Early Modern Europe,” Representations no. 44 

(Fall 1993): 6; Preben Meulengracht Sørensen, The Unmanly Man: Concepts of Sexual Defamation in Early 

Northern Society, trans. Joan Turville-Petre (Odense: Odense University Press, 1983), 51-52. 
24 Clover, “Men, Women, and Power in Early Modern Europe,” 6. 
25 Clover, “Men, Women, and Power in Early Modern Europe,” 6. 
26 Ólason, Dialogues with the Viking Age, 170 – 173; Nordal, “The Contemporary Sagas and their Social Context,” 

227-228. 
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fully examine the sagas, it is first essential to detail the development of Old Norse literature 

during the time of the Icelandic Commonwealth, c. 930 – c. 1262/1264.27  

 

Medieval Icelandic Society & Literature 

Law codes, eddic poetry (mythical poems) and saga literature emerged c. 1180 – c. 1280 and 

beyond, long after Iceland converted to Christianity in 1000 AD.28 Written anonymously, the 

sagas and poems told grand stories of vengeance as well as of battles between humans and 

supernatural beings. The mythical stories are found in the Poetic Edda and the Prose Edda.29 

Scholars believe that the myths likely existed as oral stories passed down through generations 

previously.30 However, unknown authors transcribed the poems of the Poetic Edda in the 

thirteenth century.31 These poems exist in two manuscripts known as the Codex Regius of the 

Poetic Edda, and AM 748, or manuscript number 748 within the Arnamagnæan Collection.32 

Icelandic bishop Brynjólfur Sveinsson first saw the Codex Regius manuscript in the seventeenth 

century, noticing similarities to a book by Snorri Sturluson known as Edda.33 As a result, 

academics regard the Poetic Edda as a compilation of the myths in their original form, while 

Snorri’s Edda is a handbook explaining the myths.34 Titled as the Prose Edda by scholars, 

                                                           
27 Kristjánsson, Eddas and Sagas, 22. 
28 Kristjánsson, Eddas and Sagas, 22; Theodore M. Andersson, The Growth of the Medieval Icelandic Sagas (1180 – 

1280) (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2006), 1. 
29 Gunnar Karlsson, Iceland’s 1100 Years: The History of a Marginal Society (London: Hurst & Company, 2000), 

16-17. 
30 Terry Gunnell, “Eddic Poetry,” in A Companion to Old Norse-Icelandic Literature and Culture, ed. Rory McTurk 

(MA: Blackwell Published, 2005), 93. Gunnell notes that this oral tradition likely involved a mixture of memory and 

improvisation on the part of the storytellers (93). 
31 John Lindow, Norse Mythology: A Guide to the Gods, Heroes, Rituals, and Beliefs (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2001), 12. 
32 Lindow, Norse Mythology, 12, 14. Only 31 poems exist in the Codex Regius manuscript (12). 
33 Lindow, Norse Mythology, 12. 
34 Lindow, Norse Mythology, 12.  
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Snorri’s work is an interpretation of these tales that provides a detailed history of the gods, 

alongside the creation and end of the world.35 While the eddic poems are written in verse and 

provide details on Old Norse mythology, the Icelandic sagas are written in prose and their 

content is notably different. 

 Saga literature covers a vast array of subjects, from following the lineage of kings and 

chieftains to describing fated battles against mythological creatures. As a result, scholars classify 

this literature into five categories based on their content and chronology: the Legendary Sagas 

(Fornaldarsögur), the Family Sagas (Íslendingasögur), the Contemporary Sagas 

(Samtíðarsögur), the Kings’ Sagas (Konungaso̧gur), and the Chivalric Sagas (Riddarasögur).36 

As mentioned previously, the family sagas, or Sagas of the Icelanders, contain stories set in the 

ninth and tenth centuries.37 A majority of these tales depict characters engaging in family feuds, 

fighting for power and honour in both Iceland and Norway.38  

 The literature suggests that Icelanders in general accepted men as the dominant sex. 

Medieval European perspectives of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries are similar to Iceland’s 

                                                           
35 Lindow, Norse Mythology, 12.  
36 Margaret Clunies Ross, The Cambridge Introduction to the Old Norse Icelandic Saga (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2010), 29, 35-36, 80-81, 84-85; Kristjánsson, Eddas and Sagas, 179. The Legendary Sagas detail a 

prehistoric age featuring stories where characters encounter Nordic creatures of myth often outside of Iceland 

(Clunies Ross, 30-31). The Contemporary Sagas include the Bishops’ Sagas and The Saga of the Sturlungs, detailing 

the lives of bishops and the Sturlung family who ruled over Iceland in the thirteenth century (Kristjánsson, 179; 

Clunies Ross, 30). Scholars consider the contemporary sagas as credible primary documents for this time in Iceland. 

The Kings’ Sagas recall the lives and rulings of Norwegian kings, primarily (Clunies Ross, 33). Finally, the 

Chivalric Sagas are often translations of French and Anglo-Norman chivalric and romantic stories into Old Norse 

(Clunies Ross, 30). Many other stories in this category are also uniquely Norse, but with influences from other 

translated works. 
37 Kristjánsson, Eddas and Sagas, 203. 
38 Jürg Glauser, “Sagas of the Icelanders (Íslendinga sögur) and þættir as the Literary Representation of a New 

Social Space,” trans. John Clifton-Everest, in Old Icelandic Literature and Society, ed. Margaret Clunies Ross 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 203. 
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views.39 It is vital to compare these perceptions to situate Iceland’s perspectives in a broader 

context. Furthermore, a more detailed understanding of gender in Iceland and Europe will reveal 

whether or not the two shared similar ideas on how foresight could affect these views. 

 

Perceptions of Gender in Medieval Europe and Iceland 

Europeans saw women as subordinate to men, particularly within the bond of Christian 

marriage.40 For example, by the twelfth century, the canon lawyer Gratian revitalized Roman law 

with his Decretum, a text that effectively cemented the authority of husbands over wives.41 

Additionally, a prevailing ideology in medieval Europe was that men and women should occupy 

gendered spaces known as the private and public spheres. 

 Medieval Europeans believed that men should dominate society as invaluable, patriarchal 

figures of the public sphere, a designated space for work outside of the home.42 In contrast, 

society actively believed that women should be mothers and wives, taking care of children in the 

private sphere of the home. In addition, it was an ideological belief that men should provide for 

their families.43 Of course, men and women did not always follow these unwritten rules as many 

                                                           
39 The analysis of European ideas begins in the twelfth century to reveal ideas that preceded and continued into the 

thirteenth century: the period when medieval Icelanders wrote down the mythical poems and the family sagas 

(Kristjánsson, 22); see Kristjánsson, Eddas and Sagas, 22. 
40 Dyan Elliott, “Gender and the Christian Traditions,” in The Oxford Handbook of Women and Gender in Medieval 

Europe, eds. Judith Bennett and Ruth Karras (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 21. Elliott explains that these 

perspectives echoed classical ideas as ancient literary works resurfaced around this time (30). Learned men 

translated works by thinkers such as Aristotle into Latin in this period: Aristotle claimed that women were 

imperfect, equating them to deformed men (30). Their value stemmed from their ability to carry male sperm upon 

conception (30). 
41 James A. Brundage, Law, Sex, and Christian Society in Medieval Europe (Chicago: The University of Chicago 

Press, 1987), 232; Elliott, “Gender and Christian Traditions,” 30. Elliott notes that, in a Christian context, a woman 

had to receive permission from her husband if she wished to distribute alms or make holy vows (Elliott, 30). 
42 Sarah Rees Jones, “Public and Private Space and Gender in Medieval Europe,” in The Oxford Handbook of 

Women and Gender in Medieval Europe, eds. Judith Bennett and Ruth Karras (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

2013), 248. 
43 Rees Jones, “Public and Private Space and Gender in Medieval Europe,” 251. 
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women worked in and outside the home, sharing public spaces with men in peasant communities 

for example.44 Furthermore, many women worked alongside men in this period as fishwives, 

embroiderers and more in urban life.45 Of course, women were still often seen as inferior.46 

Anxieties around women’s independence in the street motivated people to dissuade women from 

participating in commercial activities in certain areas of Europe.47 For example, society 

prioritized and pressured men to manage trade guilds and companies that protected interests of 

the manufacturers; this prioritization marked the commercial sphere as a space ideally designated 

for men alone.48 Medieval Icelandic society echoed many of these ideas. 

 Icelandic perceptions of gender generally situated men in the public sphere as figures 

who accepted leadership positions: men were commonly free farmers or chieftains (goðar) in the 

Icelandic Commonwealth.49 Additionally, farmers were typically expected to declare allegiance 

to chieftains in this period. Thus, there was an established hierarchy in the Commonwealth.50 

The chieftains were local representatives of the common people, and they played a central role in 

the public space of the Alþingi, a legal assembly organized by men.51 In contrast, law codes and 

literature suggest that Icelanders saw women primarily as wives, daughters, and housekeepers.52 

Women were expected to handle affairs within the household, while men managed issues outside 

of the home.53 The language of the Commonwealth law codes, the Grey Goose Laws (Grágás), 

                                                           
44 Rees Jones, “Public and Private Space and Gender in Medieval Europe,” 251. 
45 Rees Jones, “Public and Private Space and Gender in Medieval Europe,” 251. Despite this, Rees Jones mentions 

that society did gender women’s work. Chores such as cleaning, cooking, and laundering were considered to be the 

work of women (251). 
46 Rees Jones, “Public and Private Space and Gender in Medieval Europe,” 252. 
47 Rees Jones, “Public and Private Space and Gender in Medieval Europe,” 252. 
48 Rees Jones, “Public and Private Space and Gender in Medieval Europe,” 252.  
49 Karlsson, Iceland’s 1100 Years, 25. 
50 Karlsson, Iceland’s 1100 Years, 25.  
51 Karlsson, Iceland’s 1100 Years, 24. 
52 Jenny Jochens, Women in Old Norse Society (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1995), 116. 
53 Jochens, Women in Old Norse Society, 117. 
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supports the notion of gendered spaces and a society dominated by men in many ways.54 For 

example, Section K 116 refers to all law speakers and participants at the Alþingi as men, and 

there is no mention of women fulfilling these roles.55 Section K 144 also establishes that fathers 

were expected to give their daughters to other men in marriage, without the consent of the 

women.56 These perceptions of male dominance do not only exist in the Grey Goose Laws; 

scenes in the sagas and eddic poems also exemplify the patriarchal structure of society.  

 There are numerous saga scenes where fathers give their daughters to men in marriage, 

men participate in legal affairs publicly, and women act in their home to raise their children. Of 

course, there are also many saga women who do not fit this mold: sorceresses, for example, use 

magic to wield power over men.57 Saga men usually react uncomfortably to this concept, echoing 

the male-dominant make up of medieval society. These ideas also exist in Old Norse mythology, 

where the poems introduce male figures who are upset when a female figure has power over 

them.58 Indeed, the poems promote masculine control over women; for example, Snorri 

Sturluson introduces Oðinn as a patriarch in various stories of the Prose Edda who exerts his 

                                                           
54 Andrew Dennis, Peter Foote and Richard Perkins trans., “Introduction,” in Laws of Early Iceland: Grágás I 

(Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, 1980), 9. These documents, established during the Icelandic 

Commonwealth, included laws on marriage, inheritance, land claims, funerary arrangements, homicide, duties of 

clergymen and more; see Laws of Early Iceland: Grágás I: The Codex Regius of Grágás with Material from Other 

Manuscripts, trans. Andrew Dennis, Peter Foote and Richard Perkins (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, 

1980), 21-238, and Laws of Early Iceland: Grágás II: The Codex Regius of Grágás with Material from Other 

Manuscripts, trans. eds. Andrew Dennis, Peter Foote and Richard Perkins (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, 

2000), 1-236. Additionally, it is important to note that scholars such as Zoe Borovsky (1999) have recently criticized 

the credibility of these laws as an accurate representation of the legal system. This critique arose because some laws 

contradict others (Borovsky, 12); see Zoe Borovsky, “Never in Public: Women and Performance in Old Norse 

Literature,” The Journal of American Folklore 112 no. 443 (1999): 12. 
55 Laws of Early Iceland: Grágás I, 187-189.  
56 Laws of Early Iceland: Grágás II, 53. The laws state that Icelanders could only consider women's consent in 

marriage in certain circumstances, such as if the father of a widow did not give her in betrothal to another (53). 
57 Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir, “Women’s Weapons: A Re-Evaluation of Magic in the Íslendingasögur,” 

Scandinavian Studies 81 no. 4 (2009): 412. 
58 The thesis will provide examples of this later in the chapter.  
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masculine superiority by dominating women sexually and in deceitful ways.59 One such scene in 

the poems features Oðinn sleeping with the giantess, Gunnlod, to steal the mead of poetry from 

her.60 He often boasts about such endeavours to his son Þórr, who Snorri describes as the 

strongest among gods and men.61 Þórr exerts his male power through the use of his hammer, 

which is a phallic symbol of manliness.62 The eddic poems also associate masculinity with 

weaponry and violence used to conquer female figures.  

 There are a few examples of mythical women who wield this masculine power, such as 

the valkyries who the poems describe as warriors.63 The valkyries were feminine figures who 

entered the battlefield to bring worthy, dead warriors to Valhalla.64 Evidently, these figures are 

female symbols whose actions reflect male power, for the poems valorize physical strength and 

endurance on the battlefield where the valkyries play a significant role.65 Thus, they represent a 

mixture of masculinity and femininity, though much of their power comes from their association 

with the masculine realm of the battlefield. While Iceland shared similar ideas of gender roles 

and power to Europe, there are some interesting differences between the two on the origins of 

foresight.  

 

                                                           
59 Ármann Jakobsson, “Óðinn as Mother: The Old Norse Deviant Patriarch,” Arkiv för nordisk filologi 126 (2011): 

1-2. Jakobsson explains that he is a patriarch because he is the father of the gods who created and governed the 

heavens and earth (1). 
60 Helga Kress, “Taming the Shrew: The Rise of Patriarchy and the Subordination of the Feminine in Old Norse 

Literature,” in Cold Counsel: Women in Old Norse Literature and Mythology, eds. Sarah M. Anderson and Karen 

Swenson (New York: Routledge, 2002), 83.  
61 Kress, “The Rise of Patriarchy and the Subordination of the Feminine in Old Norse Literature,” 83-84. 
62 Kress, “The Rise of Patriarchy and the Subordination of the Feminine in Old Norse Literature,” 83-84.  
63 Kathleen M. Self, “The Valkyrie’s Gender: Old Norse Shield-Maidens and Valkyries as a Third Gender,” 

Feminist Formations, 26 no. 1 (2014): 144. Self argues that the valkyries transcend gender boundaries, as they are 

neither masculine nor feminine figures; rather, they are a mixture of the two that forms a “hybrid gender” (147). 
64 Self, “Old Norse Shield-Maidens and Valkyries as a Third Gender,” 147. 
65 Self, “Old Norse Shield-Maidens and Valkyries as a Third Gender,” 145, 147. 
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The Power of Foresight across Europe and Iceland 

Traditionally, medieval European society revered prophecies, considering them to be divinely-

inspired visions of the Christian God.66 Several scenes in the Old Testament reveal that prophets 

served as intermediaries between men and god, for they received divine messages of the future.67 

Such ideas continued into the medieval period, where chroniclers frequently mentioned visions 

in their works as if prophetic ability equated to sainthood.68 For example, in the twelfth-century 

work, The Chronicle of the Kings of England (Gesta Regum Anglorum), William of Malmesbury 

expressed that King Edward the Confessor (r. 1042 – 1066) had “the spirit of prophecy.”69 

Chroniclers also revealed that individuals could experience prophecies in the form of dream-

visions; this became more common in literature following the year 1100.70 Modern scholars refer 

to this period as ‘The Age of the Dream Vision,’ as it became a popular genre in literature and 

written histories across medieval Europe.71 While kings or men of the church commonly 

experienced such visions, several prominent Christian women gifted with foresight emerged in 

the mid-twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. 

                                                           
66 Additionally, Lester L. Grabbe (2016) emphasizes that such ideas connecting prophesy to divine power were 

common in pre-Christian times, such as ancient Israel (Grabbe, 23); see Lester L. Grabbe, “Prophecy and 

Priesthood,” in The Oxford Handbook of Prophets, ed. Carolyn J. Sharp (New York: Oxford University Press, 

2016), 23-24. 
67 Grabbe, “Prophecy and Priesthood,” 24. 
68 Eric Palazzo, “Visions and Liturgical Experience in the Early Middle Ages,” in Looking Beyond: Visions, 

Dreams, and Insights in Medieval Art and History, ed. Colum Hourihane (Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State 

University Press, 2010), 17; Chris Given-Wilson, Chronicles: The Writing of History in Medieval England (London: 

Hambledon and London, 2004), 40-41. Palazzo notes that various accounts in the eighth and ninth centuries mention 

otherworldly visions experienced by clergymen believed to be divine messages from the Christian god, which 

heavily related to the European Christian understanding of prophecies (Palazzo, 17). Similarly, Given-Wilson 

mentions that Book VII of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s work, The History of the Kings of Britain (Historia Regum 

Brittanniae) contains the vague, fantastical prophecies of Merlin spoken to the British King Vortigern supposedly in 

the fifth century (Given-Wilson, 40-41).  
69 Given-Wilson, The Writing of History in Medieval England, 39. 
70 Kathryn L. Lynch, The High Medieval Dream Vision: Poetry, Philosophy, and Literary Form (Stanford: Stanford 

University Press, 1988), 1. 
71 Lynch, The High Medieval Dream Vision, 46. 
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 Hildegard of Bingen, also known as ‘the Sibyl of the Rhine’ was an abbess of the twelfth 

century who could see into the future.72 Unlike many Christian men who experienced visions in 

dreams, Hildegard proclaimed that she saw visions from shadows of “Living Light” while she 

was awake.73 Hildegard described this light as a direct experience from God; in a letter, she 

explained that her revelations began when she experienced her soul, surrounded by light, lifted 

into the heavens and spread about to different people.74 She also saw visions of mountains, 

gleaming spheres and grand towers.75 The Cistercian monks of Villers regarded her as an oracle, 

acknowledging her visions as direct messages from God.76 Her protégée, Elisabeth of Schönau, 

also experienced visions in the mid-twelfth century where she spoke with various angels or the 

Virgin Mary on multiple occasions.77 Additionally, many lay women of the Low Countries 

became female mystics in the thirteenth century, believing that they could communicate with god 

in various ways.78 Despite this inclusion of holy women in this period, most were still unable to 

consolidate their power in a previously male-dominated area. Learned theologians continued to 

deny women the opportunity to preach in a public setting.79 John Wayland Coakley argues that 

holy women and female mystics had the potential to override the authority of clerical men who 

held office.80 Therefore, it is possible that men saw prophetic women as a threat to their 

                                                           
72 Barbara Newman, Voice of the Living Light: Hildegard of Bingen and her World (Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 1998), 2. Newman notes that she was an abbess in all but name/title (17). 
73 Newman, Hildegard of Bingen and her World, 9. 
74 Newman, Hildegard of Bingen and her World, 9. 
75 Newman, Hildegard of Bingen and her World, 9. 
76 Newman, Hildegard of Bingen and her World, 26. 
77 John Wayland Coakley, Women, Men and Spiritual Power: Female Saints and their Male Collaborators (New 

York: Columbia University Press, 2006), 29-30.  
78 Elliott, “Gender and the Christian Traditions,” 31. These women were a part of what was known as the Beguine 

Movement (31). 
79 Coakley, Women, Men and Spiritual Power, 16; Newman, Hildegard of Bingen and her World, 1. Coakley also 

notes that thirteenth century hagiographers of these prophetic women commonly focused on divine revelations that 

did not usually relate to teaching church doctrine (Coakley, 16). Hildegard of Bingen served as a rare exception 

amongst holy women as she was the only medieval woman who preached in a public setting before an audience of 

laity and clergy in the twelfth century (Newman, 1).  
80 Coakley, Women, Men and Spiritual Power, 17. 
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consolidation of power, and the church attempted to contain them. Thus, prophecies allowed 

holy women to challenge traditional gender conceptions in medieval Europe, though clergymen 

actively restricted them. The church expressed a similar sense of distrust over the shamanistic 

practices of female diviners.81 

 Several European shamans and diviners practiced their prophetic ability during the 

twelfth and thirteenth centuries, often entering trance-like states to see into the future.82 Medieval 

Europeans commonly called them pythons, named after the Pythia of ancient Greece.83 Learned 

men compiled many of their divination techniques in this period, as well. For example, the 

thirteenth-century encyclopedist William of Auvergne wrote a list of divinatory methods that 

included prophesying harmlessly by asking children to examine shiny objects.84 Europeans 

considered that demons influenced other methods of divining, suggesting that these practices 

were harmful.85 They believed that such creatures could possess diviners, allowing them to 

predict the future in their dreams or while they were awake. In some cases, Europeans believed 

that demons could cause harmful apparitions to materialize before the seer.86 Medieval 

theologians and clergymen denounced the power of diviners as a result; for example, the 

                                                           
81 While research shows that prophecies had many Christian implications in the medieval period, the ability to see 

into the future also had non-Christian roots; see Christa Tuczay, “Trance Prophets and Diviners in the Middle 

Ages,” in Demons, Spirits, Witches Volume 1: Communicating with the Spirits, eds. Gábor Klaniczay and Éva Pócs 

(Budapest: Central European University Press, 2005), 215.  
82 Euan Cameron, Enchanted Europe: Superstition, Reason, and Religion, 1250 – 1750 (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2010), 63; Tuczay, “Trance Prophets and Diviners in the Middle Ages,” 215. Of course, diviners and shamans 

existed across Europe before this period. For the sake of time and comparisons, the thesis will focus on their work in 

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.  
83 Tuczay, “Trance Prophets and Diviners in the Middle Ages,” 220. 
84 Cameron, Superstition, Reason, and Religion, 1250 – 1750, 64. Cameron notes that these objects included mirrors, 

swords and more (64). 
85 Cameron, Superstition, Reason, and Religion, 1250 – 1750, 63. 
86 Cameron, Superstition, Reason, and Religion, 1250 – 1750, 63. Such women also featured in medieval romantic 

literature: for example, Christa Tuczay (2005) notes that Heinrich von dem Türlin’s thirteenth-century story, Crône, 

features a young woman possessed by a demon who was able to prophesize the future after she woke from a violent, 

trance-induced episode of levitating and thrashing around (Tuczay, 220); see Tuczay, “Trance Prophets and Diviners 

in the Middle Ages,” 220. 
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preacher Berthold of Regensburg (d. 1272) condemned pythons for their heretical actions.87 By 

comparison, scholars determine that the image of the Icelandic prophetess had more in common 

with both the non-Christian sibylline oracles of Greece and Rome, and medieval diviners.88 

Christianized medieval Iceland envisioned prophetic ability very differently from Europe: the 

eddic poems do not suggest that demons possessed prophetesses of the myths, nor does the 

literature vehemently condemn these figures as ‘heretical.’ Of course, certain sagas such as Eirík 

the Red’s Saga emphasize an obvious conflict between Christian and pagan ideas; one scene 

highlights this where a woman named Gudrid Thorbjarnardottir initially refuses to help a 

prophetess in a magic ritual, stating, “‘these are the sort of actions in which I intend to take no 

part, because I am a Christian woman.’”89 However, similar mentions of this conflict are rare, for 

this magic was also imperative to Icelandic culture. As the traditional image of the Icelandic 

prophetess existed in orally-told stories of Old Norse religion, long before Iceland converted to 

Christianity, the concept of the dominant sibyl can undoubtedly be an inheritance from their past. 

 In Old Norse mythology, female figures alone commonly prophesized the future: eddic 

poems referred to these beings as norns (nornir) and sibyls (vo̧lur).90 The norns were “three 

knowledgeable maidens” who “laid down the laws, the fates of men” as described by the seeress 

of The Sibyl’s Prophecy, a poem of the Poetic Edda.91 The poems describe them as figures who 

spun or wove the threads of men’s destinies.92 The prophetess of The Sibyl’s Prophecy names 

                                                           
87 Tuczay, “Trance Prophets and Diviners in the Middle Ages,” 221.  
88 Jenny Jochens, Old Norse Images of Women (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1996), 43. 
89 “Eirík the Red’s Saga (Eiríks saga rauða),” 659. 
90 John McKinnell, Meeting the Other in Norse Myth and Legend (Woodbridge and Rochester: D.S. Brewer, 2005), 

97; Else Roesdahl, Preben Meulengracht Sørensen, “Viking Culture,” in The Cambridge History of Scandinavia: 

Volume I, ed. Knut Helle (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 130. Additionally, McKinnell notes that 

the sibyls were singularly known as either a vo̧lva (prophetess), seiðkona (enchantress) or spákona (prophesying 

woman) in Old Norse (McKinnell, 95).  
91 “Vo̧luspá,” in Vo̧luspá: The Sibyl’s Prophecy, trans. eds. intro. Hermann Pálsson (Edinburgh: Lockharton Press, 

1996), 71.  
92 Karen Bek-Pederson, The Norns in Old Norse Mythology (Edinburgh: Dunedin Academic Press Ltd., 2011), 123. 
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them Urðr (Past), Verðandi (Present), and Skuld (Future), suggesting that medieval Icelanders 

also connected fate and memory.93 Icelandic society considered the norns as harbingers of death, 

for the people understood that it was the fate of warriors to die honourably and earn a place in 

Valhalla.94 Comparatively, the sibyls were figures who foretold an inevitable future through 

ceremonial magic known as seiðr.95 The myths reveal that this magic could manipulate the 

minds of others and allow individuals to see into the future, among other things.96 Judy Quinn 

argues that the mythical seeresses also had a connection to death.97 For example, she explains 

that the prophetess of the eddic poem Baldr’s Dreams lies in her grave before the Allfather 

summons her.98 Additionally, in The Sibyl’s Prophecy, a prophetess sinks into the ground, 

echoing a necromantic ritual that the sibyl of Baldr’s Dreams performs. Thus, Quinn surmises 

that this prophetess is likely dead as well. Furthermore, medieval Icelanders associated these 

seeresses with death because they understood that their acts of ‘sitting out’ allowed them to raise 

and control the spirits of the dead.99 

 While Icelanders believed that the norns were descendants of gods, elves and dwarves, 

the sibyls were associated primarily with giants; these beings existed within the realm of an 

                                                           
93 Pernille Hermann, “Key Aspects of Memory and Remembering in Old Norse-Icelandic Literature,” in Minni and 

Muninn: Memory in Medieval Nordic Culture, eds. Pernille Hermann, Stephen A. Mitchell and Agnes S. 

Arnórsdóttir (Belgium: Brepols Publishers, 2014): 15.  
94 Bek-Pederson, The Norns in Old Norse Mythology, 22-24. 
95 McKinnell, Meeting the Other in Norse Myth and Legend, 95, 97. Furthermore, Anders Andrén (2005) notes that 

the concept of the pagan Germanic seeress dates back to Roman sources of the first and second centuries AD, where 

the prophetesses were recognized for their unique knowledge and their appearance, wielding a staff (Andrén, 119); 

see Anders Andrén, “Behind ‘Heathendom:’ Archaeological Studies of Old Norse Religion,” Scottish 

Archaeological Journal 27 no. 2 (2005): 119.  
96 Neil S. Price, The Viking Way: Religion and War in Late Iron Age Scandinavia (Uppsala: Uppsala University, 

2002), 94. Price states that, in The Saga of the Yngling Family, Snorri Sturluson describes that the goddess Freyja 

taught the magic of seiðr to the Æsir, which was also common amongst the Vanir gods (94).  
97 Judy Quinn, “Dialogue with a vo̧lva: Vo̧luspá, Baldrs draumr and Hyndluljóð,” in The Poetic Edda: Essays on 

Old Norse Mythology, eds. Paul Acker and Carolyne Larrington (New York: Routledge, 2002), 255. 
98 Quinn, “Dialogue with a vo̧lva,” 255. 
99 McKinnell, Meeting the Other in Norse Myth and Legend, 97-98. 
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‘Other World,’ separate from the gods.100 John McKinnell claims that the gods were the 

protectors of a world they created and had humans inhabit, and the gods fought to defend it 

against dangerous creatures such as giants, dwarves and trolls.101 Thus, he claims that these 

creatures inhabited an ‘Other World,’ representing chaos in contrast to the gods’ world of 

order.102 The prophetesses were also of this world because they had a connection to giants, 

indicated in the poems. For example, the seeress of The Sibyl's Prophecy explains that giants 

raised her.103 Similarly, in Baldr’s Dreams, Oðinn calls the prophetess a “mother … to three 

monsters” alternatively translated to “three ogres” or giants.104 Furthermore, Old Norse 

mythology reveals that there is a connection between wisdom, foresight and the Other World. 

Snorri Sturluson explains this when, in The Saga of the Yngling Family (Ynglinga Saga), he 

introduces a figure named Mímir who wielded prophetic power from beyond the world of the 

gods.105 After the Vanir gods beheaded him, Oðinn takes special care of his head and Mímir 

provides him with knowledge of future events.106 Old Norse literature also often describes many 

giants of this Other World with the term hundvíss, or ‘exceptionally wise,’ further connecting 

wisdom to the Other World.107 Thus, the myths suggest two things: firstly, beings from this 

                                                           
100 Margaret Clunies Ross, Prolonged Echoes: Old Norse Myths in Medieval Northern Society Volume 1: The Myths 

(Odense: Odense University Press, 1994), 244-245; McKinnell, Meeting the Other in Norse Myth and Legend, 4. As 

research for this thesis reveals that because the norns were thought to be descendants of both gods and dwarves (of 

two different worlds), their origins appear to be a slightly grey area. For the sake of time, this thesis will not discuss 

this further and will instead focus on the sibyls and their origins.  
101 McKinnell, Meeting the Other in Norse Myth and Legend, 4. 
102 McKinnell, Meeting the Other in Norse Myth and Legend, 4; Else Mundal, “Austr sat in aldna: Giantesses and 

Female Powers in Vo̧luspá,” in Mythological Women: Studies in Memory of Lotte Motz 1922 – 1997, eds. Rudolf 

Simek and Wilhelm Heizzman (Wien: Fassbaender, 2002), 187. 
103 “Balder’s Dreams,” in Poems of the Elder Edda, trans. Patricia Terry, intro. Charles W. Dunn (Philadelphia: 

University of Pennsylvania Press, 1990), 243; Quinn, “Dialogue with a vo̧lva,” 249. 
104 Quinn, “Dialogue with a vo̧lva,” 249. 
105 Hermann, “Key Aspects of Memory and Remembering in Old Norse-Icelandic Literature,” 20. 
106 Hermann, “Key Aspects of Memory and Remembering in Old Norse-Icelandic Literature,” 20.  
107 Clunies Ross, Prolonged Echoes: Old Norse Myths in Medieval Northern Society Volume 1, 50. Additionally, 

John McKinnell (2005) notes that, similar to how the physical strength of giants was a threat to male gods, many 

medieval Icelanders also recognized the powerful yet dangerous nature of mythical prophetesses (McKinnell, 96); 

see McKinnell, Meeting the Other in Norse Myth and Legend, 96. 
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world had a connection with wisdom and foresight. Secondly, there was a clear link between 

foresight and femininity. There is one exception to this link between women and prophetic 

ability in Old Norse mythology; he is known as the Allfather, Oðinn.  

 In The History of the Kings of Norway (Heimskringla), Snorri Sturluson describes Oðinn 

as a dominant figure who was a master of seiðr, and a being who could see into the futures of 

men because he was a shaman.108 Brit Solli argues that the reason for his exception is likely 

because his role as shaman allowed him to transgress gender boundaries to a certain extent.109 

Snorri notes that Oðinn’s power was “so queer that men could not practice it without dishonor 

and so the goddesses were taught this art.”110 This passage affirms that medieval Icelanders 

feminized sorcery and the ability to prophesize, for they believed that it was dishonourable for 

men to practice seiðr. Interestingly, the poems describe female figures who could see into the 

future as authoritative individuals because destiny was absolute.  

 

The Sibyls of Eddic Poetry: Challenging Traditional Gender Perceptions 

Just as women such as Hildegard of Bingen challenged traditional gender roles through their 

prophecies, so too did mythical Scandinavian sibyls challenge traditional views of power. The 

eddic poems Baldr’s Dreams and The Sibyl’s Prophecy strongly emphasize this authority. While 

                                                           
108 Snorri Sturluson, The History of the Kings of Norway (Heimskringla) (c. 12th – 13th century) 1: 19, quoted in 

Ármann Jakobsson, The Troll Inside You: Paranormal Activity in the Medieval North (Earth, Milky Way: Punctum 

Books, 2017), 117; Brit Solli, “Queering the Cosmology of the Vikings: A Queer Analysis of the Cult of Odin and 

‘Holy White Stones,’” Journal of Homosexuality 54 no. 1-2 (October 2008): 197. Solli notes that, in The Saying of 

the High One (Hávamál), Oðinn hung from the World-Tree Yggdrasil for nine nights to acquire wisdom and an 

understanding of runes used in seiðr (Solli, 196). His actions reflect those of diviners and shamans in different 

cultures who experienced ‘ecstasy’ through pain (Solli, 197). 
109 Solli, “A Queer Analysis of the Cult of Odin and ‘Holy White Stones,’” 200. Solli claims that Oðinn likely 

transcended gender boundaries out of necessity (199). To elaborate, he uses this feminized magic in several stories 

to speak to the guardian of Hel or journey to the spirit world because he seeks answers (199). 
110 Sturluson, The History of the Kings of Norway, 1: 19, in The Troll Inside You, 117. 
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these poems are not necessarily a product of the thirteenth century, it is possible that a medieval 

Icelandic audience valued these stories in this period because unknown authors transcribed them 

during this time.111 The mythical sibyls of the poems certainly had the potential to impact 

medieval Icelandic views. 

 In Baldr’s Dreams, Oðinn travels to Hel disguised as the god Vegtamr to raise a sibyl 

from the dead.112 He approaches her with a desire to learn about the meaning behind the 

troubling dreams of his son, Baldr.113 Jenny Jochens explains that Oðinn recognizes the wise 

knowledge of the prophetess because he realizes that his knowledge was insufficient to discern 

what Baldr’s dreams meant.114 Thus, by a modern definition, he recognizes her expert power. 

The seeress then reveals that a “fatal branch” will kill Baldr, referring to a branch of mistletoe 

that the god Hodr will throw at his chest which will kill him instantly.115 The Sibyl’s Prophecy 

reveals this event to be part of the doom of the gods, known as Ragnarök.116 The seeress of 

Baldr’s Dreams concludes her prophecy when she tells Oðinn that Baldr is expected in Hel 

shortly, leaving Oðinn visibly upset.117  

 Throughout the poem, Odinn consistently proclaims, “witch, I will ask and you shall 

answer until there is nothing more to be known,” before he questions her.118 His actions suggest 

that he should hold authority in this dialogue. Jochens argues that Oðinn’s attempts to control the 

dialogue echo other men’s attempts to dominate female beings in eddic poetry.119 When the sibyl 

proclaims that she sees through his disguise, Oðinn also attempts to insult her; he states, “you are 

                                                           
111 Lindow, Norse Mythology, 12. 
112 Quinn, “Dialogue with a vo̧lva,” 245. 
113 Quinn, “Dialogue with a vo̧lva,” 245. 
114 Jochens, Old Norse Images of Women, 41. 
115 “Balder's Dreams,” 242. 
116 “Vo̧luspá,” 77-78. 
117 “Balder's Dreams,” 243. 
118 “Balder's Dreams,” 242. 
119 Jochens, Old Norse Images of Women, 42. 
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no witch, nor are you wise,” denouncing her prescience and declaring that she is a mother of 

monsters.120 Oðinn’s response reflects this tension of perceptions regarding gendered power, 

whereby he is clearly uncomfortable with the notion that a female figure holds power over 

him.121 However, the sibyl remains steadfast in her belief that her prophecy will come true, 

denying the power he seeks.122 Her ability to see into the future is valuable in this poem because 

she prophesizes a significant event in Old Norse mythology, referenced once again in The Sibyl’s 

Prophecy.  

 In this poem, Oðinn seeks out the seeress and finds her ‘sitting out,’ though the poem 

reverses this power.123 The story implies that she is a dead sibyl who uses her ability to contact 

the living, and namely Oðinn.124 The wise prophetess first recounts events of the past, stretching 

as far back as the creation of the world.125 She then prophesizes the events of Ragnarök, 

emphasizing its significance as an event in Old Norse mythology. She explains that a great war 

will occur between the Old Norse gods, alongside giants and other creatures of myth.126 The 

perspective of the poem switches between first-person and third-person frequently, suggesting 

that it is not a dialogue between Oðinn and the prophetess like in Baldr’s Dreams. Instead, the 

narrative voice of the poem implies that the sibyl addresses a broader audience, a majority of 

which Jenny Jochens theorizes were likely men.127 This speculation is interesting to consider 

because the sibyl emphasizes her authority over a powerful male figure, and the poem does not 

                                                           
120 “Balder's Dreams,” 243. 
121 He is also clearly upset about the future event that the seeress prophesizes. As a result, he does not accept her 

prophecy immediately. 
122 “Balder's Dreams,” 243. 
123 McKinnell, Meeting the Other in Norse Myth and Legend, 98. 
124 McKinnell, Meeting the Other in Norse Myth and Legend, 98. This scene is dissimilar to the situation in Baldr’s 

Dreams where he traveled to Hel and raised the sibyl from the dead. 
125 “Vo̧luspá,” 58. 
126 “Vo̧luspá,” 82.  
127 Jenny Jochens, “Vo̧luspá: Matrix of Norse Womanhood,” The Journal of English and German Philology 88 no. 3 

(July 1989): 345, 347. 
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necessarily present this information negatively. Oðinn attempts to interrogate her once again in 

this poem, as she proclaims, “what do you ask of me? Why do you put me to a test? I know 

everything, Oðinn,” revealing that she knows a secret that Oðinn kept to himself.128 Judy Quinn 

claims that this attempt also divulges Oðinn’s initial animosity towards the sibyl.129 His test 

reflects his desire to assert masculine control over her feminine power, revealing similar tensions 

existent in Baldr’s Dreams. The sibyl’s quizzical response to his efforts suggests that it was 

obvious that Oðinn could trust her foreknowledge, and she has authority over him as a result. 

Once she proves her power, he also acknowledges her expert and legitimate authority when he 

willingly presents rings and necklaces to her as gifts in return for her prophecies.130 This action 

reflects his understanding that he is inferior to her, and indebted to her for her knowledge. 

Figures such as the sibyl dominate powerful men like Oðinn in the myths likely because 

medieval Icelanders understood that fate was above even the gods. 

 Both poems suggest that there was a difference in the power dynamic between men and 

women when prophecies are involved. The poems emphasize that Oðinn’s efforts to control the 

prophetesses are unsuccessful, as the prophetesses affirm that Ragnarök will come regardless. 

The stories also reveal a fascinating tension between Oðinn and the sibyls when there is an 

apparent reversal of gendered power, reflected when he is upset and uncomfortable in their 

authoritative presence.131 Thus, the magic of prophecy could affect traditional power dynamics 

between men and women.  

                                                           
128 “Vo̧luspá,” 76. Additionally, Pernille Hermann (2014) notes that, to drink from Mímir’s well and acquire wisdom 

and knowledge, Oðinn pledged his eye and left it at the well. He does not reveal his actions to anyone, yet the sibyl 

knows his secret (Hermann, 23); see Hermann, “Key Aspects of Memory and Remembering in Old Norse-Icelandic 

Literature,” 23.  
129 Judy Quinn, “Women in Old Norse Poetry and Sagas,” in A Companion to Old Norse-Icelandic Literature and 

Culture, ed. Rory McTurk (MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2005), 525. 
130 Jochens, Old Norse Images of Women, 43. 
131 Jochens, “Vo̧luspá: Matrix of Norse Womanhood,” 358.  
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Conclusions 

Old Norse literature and Icelandic law codes suggest that medieval Iceland generally perceived 

gender and gendered power in a traditional sense, with men dominating women in society.132 

Such ideas were generally prevalent across Europe as well. Interestingly, medieval Icelandic 

perceptions of foresight present in eddic poetry contrast starkly with European views. Rather 

than herald Christian prophets and prophetesses, the sibyl of Old Norse mythology resembles 

diviners and shamans of the medieval period more closely.133 Furthermore, rather than condemn 

these figures as Europeans did, Christian Iceland merely described them as powerful beings 

because the destiny they foretold was unavoidable. It is clear that prophetic ability has the power 

to problematize traditional ideas of gender, and the poems provide an interesting tension between 

the narrator of the myths and the characters themselves. Second sight gives the prophetesses 

authority over men such as Oðinn, revealed when they use the magic of seiðr to predict the 

future.134  

 The results show that there is a clear link between foresight and gender in Old Norse 

literature, and this thesis will expand on such ideas within the family sagas. Furthermore, the 

thesis will explore how characters respond to those who prophesize the future, with a focus on 

existent tensions when a reversal of gendered power is present. Before examining these 

                                                           
132 Jochens, Women in Old Norse Society, 117; Kress, “The Rise of Patriarchy and the Subordination of the 

Feminine in Old Norse Literature,” 91; Rees Jones, “Public and Private Space and Gender in Medieval Europe,” 

252. 
133 McKinnell, Meeting the Other in Norse Myth and Legend, 97; Tuczay, “Trance Prophets and Diviners in the 

Middle Ages,” 215. 
134 “Balder's Dreams,” 243; “Vo̧luspá,” 76. 
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characters closely, it is necessary to situate the thesis within the vast amount of research done on 

saga literature, and more specifically the work done both on gender and on foresight in the sagas. 
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Chapter 1: Historiography 

There is ample scholarship on the credibility of saga literature, the complexity of gender 

perceptions and the role of foresight in the sagas. Each of these fields continue to garner 

scholarly interest in the modern day.135 However, research on gender and foresight has yet to 

connect the two fields. There is a significant lack of scholarship that explores the prescience of 

certain saga characters, as well as how their power affects traditional perceptions of masculinity 

and femininity. Thus, this thesis will contribute to current scholarship by exploring the link 

between gender and foresight. An analysis of dream-visions and prophecies through a gendered 

lens will reveal how the writers of the family sagas suggested a fluid conception of gender.  

 Before detailing the historiographies of research done on the gender and foresight, it is 

necessary to understand how scholars view the sagas as primary source documents. A debate 

over the credibility of the sagas existed as early as the nineteenth century, with a majority of the 

scholarly works written in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.136 

 Nineteenth-century scholars widely believed that the saga authors directly recorded oral 

narratives with no alterations.137 Thus, they considered the sagas as credible renditions of oral 

stories. In the twentieth century, Andreas Heusler would term this as the free-prose theory.138 

                                                           
135 For example, twenty-first-century scholars such as Vésteinn Ólason, Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir and 

Christopher Crocker have recently written separate works on the credibility of the sagas, gender perceptions in these 

stories and the role of foresight in saga literature; see Vésteinn Ólason, “Family Sagas,” in A Companion to Old 

Norse-Icelandic Literature and Culture, ed. Rory McTurk (MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2005), 101-118; Jóhanna 

Katrín Friðriksdóttir, Women in Old Norse Literature: Bodies, Words, and Power (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 

2013); Christopher Crocker, “On the Dreams of Gísli Súrsson,” 143-162. 
136 While this debate arose primarily in the nineteenth century, these works were brought to light in the eighteenth 

century by Árni Magnússon; Theodore M. Andersson (2004) notes that Magnússon collected a large number of Old 

Norse-Icelandic materials on Iceland's history, language and literature, and this included the sagas (Andersson, 171). 

Magnússon’s work led scholars to examine them more thoroughly in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries; see 

Theodore M. Andersson, “Old Norse-Icelandic Literature,” in Early Germanic Literature and Culture, eds. Brian 

Murdoch and Malcolm Read (New York: Camden House, 2004), 171. 
137 Kristjánsson, Eddas and Sagas, 204. 
138 Kristjánsson, Eddas and Sagas, 204. Scholars such as Knut Liestøl and Finnur Jónsson argued for the free-prose 

theory in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (205).  
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The book-prose theory opposed this idea, questioning the sagas’ credibility as sources for earlier 

periods.139 This theory and its proponents suggested that the saga writers composed the stories 

themselves.140 However, book-prose theorists also understood that the authors might refer to oral 

sources, literary models, contemporary events and more.141 Several academics argued for the 

free-prose position, but the book-prose stance soon came to be the dominant scholarly stance.142 

By the early 1970s, new scholarly ideas emerged that combined these perspectives, suggesting 

that the sagas contained both historical and fictional elements.143 Recent modern thought has 

shifted to consider the sagas as credible sources for the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and 

scholars underline that they reveal the perspectives of their authors. Vésteinn Ólason claims that 

the Icelandic saga “presents the ideas and attitudes prevalent at the time of writing.”144 

Generally, modern historians believe that the family sagas are primary sources for thirteenth- to 

fourteenth-century Iceland. This thesis follows this view, focusing on how these medieval writers 

understood gender and foresight in Iceland at the time of writing. 

 There has also been extensive scholarly work done on gender in the sagas. The twentieth 

century brought forth a surge of interest in gender conceptions found in Old Norse literature.145 

                                                           
139 Kristjánsson, Eddas and Sagas, 205. 
140 Kristjánsson, Eddas and Sagas, 205. 
141 Kristjánsson, Eddas and Sagas, 205. Scholars such as Björn Magnússon Ólsen and Sigurður Nordal defended the 

book-prose position in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (205). 
142 Kristjánsson, Eddas and Sagas, 205. This discourse continued into the mid-twentieth century as Theodore M. 

Andersson (1964) argues that the typical saga author used, “written sources, supplementary oral sources, his own 

imagination, and above all his own words” (Andersson, 119); see Theodore M. Andersson, The Problem of 

Icelandic Saga Origins (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1964), 119. 
143 M. I. Steblin-Kamenskij, The Saga Mind, trans. Kenneth H. Ober (Odense: Odense University Press, 1973), 24 

Steblin-Kamenskij believed that the family sagas were not solely historical or artistic/fictional, but rather that they 

were a culmination of a “syncretic truth” whereby there was truth in the oral stories as well as in the saga author’s 

perspective (24). 
144 Vésteinn Ólason, “Family Sagas,” 102.  
145 Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir (2017) notes that gender scholars first sought to examine social structures, gender 

roles and more in Old Norse literature to determine if they were historical examples of early medieval Iceland 

(Friðriksdóttir, 226); see Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir, “Gender,” in The Routledge Research Companion to the 

Medieval Icelandic Sagas, eds. Ármann Jakobsson and Sverrir Jakobsson (London: Routledge, 2017), 226. 
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Many scholars examined these stories to understand medieval Icelandic conceptions of 

masculinity and femininity. Preben Meulengracht Sørensen, for example, shaped the discourse 

on de-masculinization and male gender roles; he uses examples from family sagas such as Gísli’s 

Saga to analyze how characters could humiliate men by using sexual defamations. In turn, his 

research reaffirms the normative male identity in medieval Iceland.146 The scholarly interest in 

masculinity would continue into the twenty-first century; for example, David Clark discusses the 

connection between medieval manhood and honour when Old Norse eddic stories heroicized 

violence.147 Men could commonly achieve honour in sagas and eddic poetry through violence 

when, for example, they killed others to avenge their kinsmen and friends.148 Ármann Jakobsson 

also emphasizes a link between violence and the affirmation of manhood in his examination of 

Njál’s Saga.149 He describes many insults to characters in the saga which aimed to slander the 

men’s honour and, in turn, their ‘maleness.’150 This thesis will address the results of this research 

in discussions about prophetic saga men who exhibit masculine traits as well as unmanly 

qualities. This examination will contribute to previous research by revealing that men could exert 

either, or both, of these traits and still wield some form of authority. While masculinity in Old 

Norse literature garnered considerable interest, scholars of the twentieth and twenty-first 

centuries placed more emphasis on perceptions of femininity and feminine power. 

                                                           
146 Meulengracht Sørensen, The Unmanly Man, 24. 
147 Clark, Gender, Violence, and the Past in Edda and Saga, 1. Ármann Jakobsson (2011) also examines ideas of 

masculinity present in eddic poetry by looking at the actions and medieval representations of Óðinn. Jakobsson 

considers him as a figure who challenges traditional gender conceptions of masculinity (Jakobsson, 5); see 

Jakobsson, “The Old Norse Deviant Patriarch,” 5. 
148 Clark, Gender, Violence, and the Past in Edda and Saga, 1.   
149 Jakobsson, “Masculinity and Politics in Njáls Saga,” 201. 
150 Jakobsson, “Masculinity and Politics in Njáls Saga,” 192-193. Another scholar who examines insults to 

manliness in family sagas is Jeffrey Turco (2016), who investigates the actions of ‘cowardly’ and ‘effeminate’ men 

such as the brother of Gísli, Thorkel, who appears to cross into a feminine sphere through his own actions in Gísli’s 

Saga. Several male characters transcend normative gender boundaries in this saga and Turco argues that this gender 

fluidity also shapes a significant conflict in the story (Turco, 282); see Jeffrey Turco, “Gender, Violence, and the 

‘Enigma’ of Gísla saga,” The Journal of English and German Philology 115 no. 3 (July 2016): 282. 
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 During the twentieth century, there was a split between scholars on the question of 

feminine power in the sagas. Lotte Motz helped popularize the idea that women in the sagas had 

considerable agency, and she uses evidence from Laxardal Saga which contains multi-faceted 

images of women.151 She argues that scholarship should analyze largely-ignored female 

characters to reveal different understandings of women in Old Norse literature.152 Other scholars’ 

ideas that built on Motz’s argument inspired the works of Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir. She 

examines the varying forms of female power in the magic, words and body language of saga 

women. Friðriksdóttir suggests that magic and inciting words gave women power over others.153 

Judith Jesch also discusses several prominent women who played various roles in the family 

sagas, from the masculinized, violent troublemakers in the Vinland Sagas to the vengeful, 

feuding women of Njál’s Saga.154 Jesch emphasizes that the sagas elaborate on the impressive 

amount of control that women had in certain situations and she claims that this reflected 

“contemporary concerns” of medieval Iceland.155 Jesch purports that the sagas question how 

women should act under societal norms.156  

                                                           
151 Lotte Motz, “Female Characters of the Laxdoela Saga,” Monatschefte, 55 no. 4 (University of Wisconsin Press: 

April to May 1963): 164. 
152 Motz, “Female Characters of the Laxdoela Saga,” 164. 
153 Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir, “A Re-Evaluation of Magic in the Íslendingasögur,” 409-410. Friðriksdóttir bases 

much of her analysis on the various roles of powerful woman presented by Jenny Jochens (1996): “the warrior, the 

prophetess and sorceress, the avenger, and the whetter or inciter” (Jochens, xiii); see Jochens, Old Norse Images of 

Women, xiii. 
154 Judith Jesch, Women in the Viking Age (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 1991), 182-189. 
155 Jesch, Women in the Viking Age, 193. 
156 Jesch, Women in the Viking Age, 193. Jesch argues that the authors project their own concerns about gender roles 

on women of sagas such as Laxardal Saga (193). On the topic of ‘masculinized’ women, Carol J. Clover (1993) also 

advocates that women could exert ‘manly’ power because she argues that masculinity was the ideal gender in 

medieval Iceland (Clover, 13). To support her claim, Clover explains that women in the sagas could acceptably 

adopt masculine roles to an extent: for example, while women could not become chieftains (goðar), it was 

technically possible for them to own office (Clover, 13). She claims that masculinity and masculine power 

represented boldness and bravery that both male and female characters strove for in the sagas (Clover, 13); see 

Clover, “Men, Women, and Power in Early Modern Europe,” 13. 
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 Other scholars argue for a different view of gender. Zoe Borovsky claims that it was 

ultimately unlikely that Icelandic women were able to perform and exert authority outside of 

their own private sphere.157 Helga Kress takes this idea further when she argues that the eddic 

poems and sagas perpetuate a sense of female subordination.158 She defends her argument by 

exploring how the attempts of ‘strong’ female characters to fight against their oppressors are 

usually unsuccessful.159 This view of feminine subordination is unsurprising as there are several 

examples of men and women in the family sagas who ascribe to traditionally-gendered roles, 

with women subordinate to men.  

 More recently, scholarship on gender suggests that women had agency in a restrictive 

environment. Auður G. Magnúsdóttir examines female agency within the constrictive system of 

marriage, where men traditionally had more power.160 She notes that some women in the sagas 

can act in an unusually independent manner, and that they are able to divorce their husbands.161 

Jessie Yusek explores the concept of agency within a restrictive environment further.162 In her 

MA thesis, Yusek examines ideas of both masculinity and femininity within Old Norse literature, 

and her analysis of supernatural women reveals several types of female power and female 

resistance to societal subordination.163 Ultimately, most gender scholars agree that women could 

                                                           
157 Borovsky, “Women and Performance in Old Norse Literature,” 27. Borovsky analyzes a series of women in the 

family sagas, including prophetesses that scholars considered to be ‘strong,’ and she states that much of their work 

was within an enclosed space as opposed to the public, male-dominated domain (27).  
158 Kress, “The Rise of Patriarchy and the Subordination of the Feminine in Old Norse Literature,” 91. In an analysis 

of the poem The Lay of Skirnir (Skírnismál), she argues that the male victory over a giantess represents a celebrated 

“initiation into manhood” (83). She additionally claims that the several characters in the family sagas oppress female 

characters (91). 
159 Kress, “The Rise of Patriarchy and the Subordination of the Feminine in Old Norse Literature,” 91. 
160 Auður G Magnúsdóttir, “Women and Sexual Politics,” in The Viking World, eds. Stefan. Brink and Neil Price 

(New York: Routledge, 2008), 46.  
161 Magnúsdóttir, “Women and Sexual Politics,” 46. Magnúsdóttir states that the reasons for this could include the 

fact that these women were often socially superior to their husbands, for they were not concubines (46). 
162 Jessie Yusek, “Shape-Changers, Giants, and Humanoids: Exploring Gender in Medieval Icelandic Literature and 

Society,” M.A thesis, The Association for the Advancement of Scandinavian Studies Conference (2017): 2. 
163 Yusek, “Gender in Medieval Icelandic Literature and Society,” 42. Yusek explains that medieval Icelandic 

society considered magic a feminized practice as several women in the family sagas and myth poems use magic for 
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wield varying forms of power in society, yet they also faced restrictions from their male 

counterparts due to the patriarchal structure of Iceland.164 Interestingly, the recent work of 

gender scholars emphasizes a differentiation between masculine and feminine power. While this 

is valuable research that reveals more about Icelandic views of gender, few academics consider 

situations where men and women exhibit similar levels of authority. Therefore, this thesis will 

contribute to scholarship on gender in two ways: first, it will analyze how prescient women and 

men had power within a restrictive, patriarchal society. Secondly, it will explore how these 

characters wielded a similar type of authority that saga authors do not necessarily gender: the 

power granted by the inevitability of destiny.  

 Scholarship on the role of foresight in Old Norse literature emerged in the mid-twentieth 

century. This research focused primarily on the cultural implications of dream-visions. Georgia 

Dunham Kelchner championed the position of considering dreams as representations of Icelandic 

culture, arguing that symbolism indicated a medieval connection to the “heathenism” or pagan 

culture of the past.165 Paul Schach developed this argument further, claiming that the belief in 

dream visions was genuine to the saga authors and medieval Iceland in general, as was the case 

across medieval Europe.166 Modern scholars also look at symbolism within dream-visions, 

                                                           
their own ends, for example, to protect family members or to lead men astray (28-29). She also emphasizes the 

importance of understanding that medieval Iceland considered supernatural feminine power as abnormal: she writes 

that, “the theme of ‘Otherness’ … demonstrates how women must thus pursue ‘Other’ means of seeking and 

securing power…” referring to women in Old Norse literature (42). 
164 The modern reader may also consider that the saga authors potentially provide a skewed view of male or female 

power, based on the gender of the author themselves. However, too little is known about the anonymous authors to 

make any conclusions on the matter. 
165 Georgia Dunham Kelchner, Dreams in Old Norse Literature and their Affinities in Folklore: with an Appendix 

Containing the Icelandic Texts and Translations by Georgia Dunham Kelchner (Cambridge: The University Press, 

1935), 76. Kelchner analyzed 530 dreams across Old Norse literature to determine their significance in medieval 

Icelandic culture. 
166 Paul Schach, “Symbolic Dreams of Future Renown in Old Norse Literature,” Mosaic 4 no. 4 (Summer 1971): 72.  

William Ian Miller (1986) also builds upon this notion of the belief in foresight as he examines the application of 

dreams and prophecy to legal procedures in the family sagas. He argues that characters in the sagas who consult a 

wise man revealing a vision allowed characters to determine the guilt of a person, as Icelanders did not question fate 
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though they do not focus on the pagan origins of dream imagery as Kelchner did. For example, 

Lars Lönnroth argues that the dream-women of Gísli’s Saga likely reflect a sense of Christian 

morality, as they represent ‘good’ and ‘evil’ when they appear before Gísli.167 While recent 

scholarship acknowledges the importance of dream-symbolism, more academics focus on the 

narrative value of these dreams in Old Norse literature, and how they affect saga characters.  

 P.S. Langeslag argues that the dream-women of Gísli’s Saga are primarily narrative tools 

that drive Gísli’s morals throughout the story.168 More recently, scholarship has directed its focus 

to consider dream-visions as a narrative reflection of certain characters’ psyches. Christopher 

Crocker establishes this method of investigation when he looks at several stanzas where Gísli 

explains his dreams.169 Rather than focus on the symbolic meaning of the dreams and how it 

reflects medieval Icelandic culture, Crocker looks at what such dreams reveal about Gísli’s 

character, his psyche and anxieties.170 Thus, modern scholars acknowledge the value of foresight 

as both a literary tool and a window into the beliefs of Icelandic characters and medieval society. 

This thesis will build on the scholarship that emphasizes dream-visions as literary and 

psychological tools. Additionally, while there is extensive work on dreams in sagas, there is 

decidedly less attention placed on visions revealed outside of dreams, as well as the connection 

between gender perceptions and prophetic ability. The thesis will attempt to redress these 

problems and provide new ideas for scholars to consider. 

                                                           
(Miller, 104); see William Ian Miller, “Dreams, Prophecy and Sorcery: Blaming the Secret Offender in Medieval 

Iceland,” Scandinavian Studies 58 no. 6 (Spring 1986), 104. 
167 Lars Lönnroth, “Dreams in the Sagas,” Scandinavian Studies 74 no. 4 (2002): 462. 
168 P.S. Langeslag, “The Dream Women in Gísla Saga,” Scandinavian Studies 81 no. 1 (2009): 54. 
169 Crocker, “On the Dreams of Gísli Súrsson,” 147-157. 
170 Crocker, “On the Dreams of Gísli Súrsson,” 149. Crocker (2015) also examines the foreboding prophetic visions 

experienced by characters such as Flosi Þórðarson and Yngvild Thorkelsdottir in Njál’s Saga. He argues that the 

close connection between death and dreams shape the saga and reveal interesting psychological aspects of characters 

(Crocker, 266); see Christopher Crocker, “To Dream is to Bury: Dreaming of Death in Brennu-Njáls saga,” Journal 

of English and Germanic Philology 114 no. 2 (April 2015): 266. 
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Conclusions 

Modern scholars such as Vésteinn Ólason consider the family sagas as valuable sources for the 

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.171 As a result, the authors’ perspectives on gender and 

foresight are valuable as they provide a window into the views of medieval Iceland.  

 Scholars such as Ármann Jakobsson examine perceptions of masculinity in Old Norse 

literature, and how saga authors portray certain ‘unmanly’ characters.172 While there is a divide 

amongst academics over whether or not women had power in the literature, many researchers 

such as Jóhanna Katrín Friðriksdóttir and Auður G. Magnúsdóttir agree that women held some 

form of power and agency in a restrictive environment.173 

 Additionally, scholars who analyze foresight in saga literature tend to focus on its role in 

the story. Georgia Dunham Kelchner argues that it serves as a means to reveal more about 

Icelandic culture through imagery, while Christopher Crocker believes that its significance lies in 

how it unpacks the psychology of certain characters.174 P.S. Langeslag takes a different 

perspective as he believes that the saga writers insert foresight primarily as a literary tool to 

motivate characters and move the stories forward.175 This thesis will consider the previous 

research done in each of these fields. Furthermore, it will contribute to scholarship by examining 

how prophetic ability affects perceptions of gender and gendered power in the family sagas. 

                                                           
171 Vésteinn Ólason, “Family Sagas,” 102. 
172 Jakobsson, “Masculinity and Politics in Njáls Saga,” 192-193. 
173 Borovsky, “Women and Performance in Old Norse Literature,” 27; Kress, “The Rise of Patriarchy and the 

Subordination of the Feminine in Old Norse Literature,” 91; Friðriksdóttir, “A Re-Evaluation of Magic in the 

Íslendingasögur,” 409-410; Magnúsdóttir, “Women and Sexual Politics,” 46. 
174 Kelchner, Dreams in Old Norse Literature and their Affinities in Folklore, 76; Crocker, “On the Dreams of Gísli 

Súrsson,” 149. 
175 P.S. Langeslag, “The Dream Women in Gísla Saga,” 54. 
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Chapter 2: Prophecies as a Form of Power  

Seers commonly serve as wise representations of fate itself in the family sagas. Saga authors 

place characters in authoritative positions over others based on their ability to see into the future. 

This chapter will consider men and women who reveal prophecies in Njál’s Saga, The Saga of 

the Greenlanders, Eirík the Red’s Saga, and Vatnsdal Saga under two descriptions: the first is 

the traditional prophetess, and the other is the prophetic male without an official title.176 The 

difference in descriptions is likely due to the fact that medieval Icelanders associated the title of 

‘prophet’ with the highly feminized magical practices of vision-seers in the myths. Similar to the 

mythical sibyls, many prophetesses in the family sagas use seiðr to see into the future. They 

typically perform this magic in rituals, or by controlling objects related to an event foretold in 

their prophecy. In some cases, certain characters recognize the expert power of these 

prophetesses when they approach them, asking the women to use their ability and reveal a future 

that these characters desire to know. The family sagas also include scenes of men foretelling the 

future with one stark difference: they do not use magic. Nonetheless, the sagas describe these 

men in a similar authoritative position. The saga writers also validate the superiority of these 

men over others when the authors reveal that the prophecies come true later in the stories. A 

notable difference between clairvoyant men and women lies in how characters receive these 

figures; while people receive most prophetic men well in the stories, tension is evident between 

certain male characters and prophetesses in the sagas.  

 This chapter will explore how the writers portray male and female characters who 

prophesize fate, determining similarities and differences between the two when they exert their 

                                                           
176 Saeunn of Njál’s Saga is one exception amongst prophetesses in the six examined family sagas who the writer 

does not define as a ‘prophetess,’ nor does she specifically use magic. The thesis will explore this example in greater 

detail later in the chapter.  
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expert and legitimate authority. In doing so, the chapter will compare their actions and how some 

characters regard them in comparison to the sibyls of Old Norse mythology. Furthermore, this 

chapter will include a discussion of the gendered traits that the characters exhibit to explore how 

they challenge traditional perceptions and ideologies. To supplement this discussion, the thesis 

will also refer to examples in other family sagas such as The Saga of the People of Eyri 

(Eyrbyggja Saga). Numerous prophetic men and their prophecies provide fascinating insights 

into how medieval Icelanders regarded foresight.  

 

Powerful Prophetic Men: Masculine or Feminine?  

Prescient male characters in Njál’s Saga reveal prophecies that commonly relate to events 

spurred by male aggression, such as the murder of a character by another. The Saga of the 

Greenlanders also contains an interesting example of a male seer, though his prophecy is rather 

different in comparison to those in Njál’s Saga. Most often, the authors describe the seers with 

masculine traits; however, other male figures exhibit feminine qualities as well. While showing 

feminine characteristics, male seers still exert legitimate and expert power over others according 

to the sagas. One great example of this is the description of a man experienced in law and 

prophecies named Njál, the protagonist of Njál’s Saga.  

 Njál is a notable character who the author describes as “wise and prophetic,” and “so 

well-versed in the law that he had no equal.”177 Throughout the story, certain characters visit him 

to listen to his prophecies and ask for his advice. He also frequently attempts peaceful 

settlements with various characters at the Alþingi to avoid bloodshed. The writer describes his 

                                                           
177 Njál’s Saga (Brennu-Njál’s Saga), 35. As discussed in the Introduction, Old Norse literature commonly promotes 

a connection between the concepts of wisdom and foresight. 
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predictive ability and desire for peace as amiable attributes, stating that he was “sound of advice 

and well intentioned … and he solved the problems of whoever turned to him.”178 The writer 

also portrays Njál as a man respected for his masculine role as a patriarch and a man of the law, 

but scholars such as Carolyn Anderson argue that his desire for peace is potentially de-

masculinizing.179 She explains that to take blood-vengeance physically was typically a masculine 

action, and a lack thereof was feminine as a result. Many characters also de-masculinize Njál in 

the saga for other reasons. 

 As he does not use the feminine magic of seiðr to see into the future, characters do not 

feminize Njál for his visions. Instead, they insult his masculinity based on his appearance: the 

author states that Njál did not have a beard.180 A man named Flosi Þórðarson uses this against 

him by calling him “‘Old Beardless’” and stating that, “‘there are many who can’t tell by looking 

at him whether he is a man or a woman.’”181 As a result, the writer describes the lack of a beard 

as a physical, unmanly flaw.182 The specific term in Icelandic that the writer uses to describe Njál 

suggests that it is a defect, and many other characters also mock him for this because 

unmanliness indicated dishonour in medieval Iceland.183 However, such insults do not 

necessarily relate to or undermine his expert and legitimate power based on his predictions.  

 Njál commonly reveals foreboding prophecies in the saga. One scene, in particular, 

discloses his fate when he experiences a vision predicting the death of himself, his wife and all of 

                                                           
178 Njál’s Saga (Brennu-Njál’s Saga), 35.  
179 Carolyn Anderson, “No Fixed Point: Gender and Blood Feuds in Njal’s Saga,” Philological Quarterly 81 no. 4 

(Fall 2002): 427-428. 
180 Njál’s Saga (Brennu-Njál’s Saga), 35. 
181 Njál’s Saga (Brennu-Njál’s Saga), 210. 
182 Njál’s Saga (Brennu-Njál’s Saga), 35. 
183 Jakobsson, “Masculinity and Politics in Njál’s saga,” 196-198. On honour as a representation of manliness in the 

saga, see Anderson, “Gender and Blood Feuds in Njal’s Saga,” 425. 
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his sons.184 He deems this to be an unavoidable fate caused by the despicable actions of his son, 

Skarphedin, because he murdered the chieftain, Hoskuld.185 Previously, the saga author 

explained that Skarphedin took Hoskuld’s life after another chieftain, Mord Valgardsson, 

manipulated him.186 Mord, wishing to regain his favour amongst the people after many swore 

loyalty to Hoskuld, stated that Hoskuld planned to kill Skarphedin.187 As a result, the author 

appears to use the prophecy to reflect Njál’s concerns surrounding violent solutions to problems. 

As Skarphedin did not engage in peaceful negotiations with Hoskuld as Njál believed in, the 

prediction suggests that violence would breed more violence. Thus, Skarphedin’s actions sealed 

their fate. While the prophecy does not provide details on how Njál and his family will die, his 

vision does come true when Flosi kills all of them by starting a fire in their home at 

Bergthorshvol.188 Njál and Bergthora willingly remain inside and burn to death.189 Flaming, 

wooden beams also collapse onto their three sons, Skarphedin, Helgi and Grim, and kill them 

almost instantly.190  

 The writer reveals that Flosi took action to avenge Hoskuld, who was dear to him.191 

Therefore, the author uses this prophecy to reveal Njál’s psychological concerns regarding what 

violent solutions will cause. The saga also uses this to problematize male aggression and the 

desire for blood-vengeance through Njál’s eyes, considerably reflecting ideas of peaceful 

                                                           
184 Njál’s Saga (Brennu-Njál’s Saga), 188. 
185 Njál’s Saga (Brennu-Njál’s Saga), 188.  
186 Njál’s Saga (Brennu-Njál’s Saga), 186. 
187 Njál’s Saga (Brennu-Njál’s Saga), 186.  
188 Njál’s Saga (Brennu-Njál’s Saga), 220. 
189 Njál’s Saga (Brennu-Njál’s Saga), 221. 
190 Njál’s Saga (Brennu-Njál’s Saga), 221-224.  
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reconciliation in accordance with the law.192 The saga author adds significance to Njál’s 

prophecy when they reveal that his prediction comes true, thus legitimizing his role as a wise 

prophet.  

 Njál also wields a certain level of expert authority in this scene. When Skarphedin tells 

him what he had done, Njál states that he feels deeply concerned. At first, Skarphedin believes 

that Njál’s concerns reflect his old age.193 Njál responds, “‘it’s not my old age … as much as the 

fact that I know more clearly than you what will follow,’” emphasizing that his worry stems 

from his vision of the future.194 Skarphedin immediately responds by asking his father to tell him 

what he had seen. While this scene shows Skarphedin acknowledging his father’s authority as a 

patriarchal figure, it also affirms that Skarphedin shows that he cares about the vision that Njál 

saw. It is therefore possible that he recognizes his expert power in this moment. Of course, it is 

not just Skarphedin who acknowledges his authority. Kari Solmundarson, a brother-in-law to the 

Njálssons, approaches Njál after he relays his prophecy and asks him, “‘what do you foresee for 

me?’”195 Here, he expresses interest in learning of what the future holds for him immediately 

after Njál reveals his prophecy to Skarphedin. Njál tells Kari that his fortune will be more 

promising in comparison to the fate of his family.196 Interestingly, the writer confirms this 

prophecy to be true when Kari escapes with his life from the burning at Bergthorshvol.197 Thus, 

the author further emphasizes Njál’s legitimate power as a prophetic individual. Neither Kari nor 
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Skarphedin think poorly of him for his feminine traits when they approach him in this scene, nor 

the fact that he prophesizes in the female sphere of the home. Instead, Njál’s role as a patriarchal 

figure seems to override his feminine qualities in this scene. Of course, Njál does not have 

authority in the sense that he can change the future, but the saga author does defend his power 

and predictive ability when his prophecy comes true. There are many other instances in the saga 

where the writer uses Njál’s foresight to both reflect his psychological concerns and portray him 

as an authority figure.  

 In another scene, he reveals the fate of Thord Freed-man’s son, the foster-father of 

Skarphedin, Grim, and Helgi. In this scene, Thord sees a goat covered in blood walking in a 

nearby hayfield, and he brings this to Njál’s attention.198 Njál questions Thord’s sight at first 

because he cannot see the animal. This confusion leads Njál to assume that the goat must be 

Thord’s “‘personal spirit.’”199 Medieval Icelanders understood that these supernatural animals 

were protective spirits known as fylgja, or fetches, and they were always gendered as female 

according to Old Norse literature.200 Some fetches protected individuals while others allowed 

themselves to be visible to the person moments before their fated death.201 Njál surmises that 

Thord must be a doomed man if only Thord could see this spirit in a bloodied state. Deeply 

concerned for his fate, Njál advises Thord to be on his guard in an attempt to warn him and 

potentially avoid his gruesome destiny.202 Despite Njál’s attempts, Thord states, “‘that won’t do 
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me any good … if my fate is sealed.’”203 Njál’s prophecy comes to pass when two men named 

Sigmund Lambisson and Thrain Sigfusson kill Thord some nights later.204 Njál’s suggestion for 

Thord to be careful is a rare example of a character attempting to alter fate in the sagas, but 

Thord himself seems to echo the common medieval Icelandic understanding of destiny. While 

Njál did not have the power to change destiny, Thord’s death does allow the saga writer to grant 

Njál legitimate authority as a prophet because his grim prophecy occurs.  

 Thord’s death also proves that Njál was correct in assuming that the goat was Thord’s 

fetch. Interestingly, his fetch is slightly atypical: instead of being a female creature, the author 

describes the spirit as a male goat.205 As the fetch represents destiny, a concept also typically 

associated with female figures in Old Norse myths, it is possible that the author attempts to 

normalize a link between maleness and fate in this scene. This perspective is fascinating to 

consider because it is the prophetic Njál, described with both manly and unmanly traits, who 

identifies a male spirit with feminine origins.  

 As the author gives Njál legitimate power based on his prediction of Thord’s death, the 

writer also emphasizes his expert authority when he interacts with his close friend, Gunnar 

Hámundarson. Early in the story, Njál speaks to Gunnar and reveals that he has seen the future 

death of his friend.206 Gunnar recognizes and respects Njál’s second sight, for he returns to him 

to ask two questions relating to the future. First, Gunnar asks if he will win a bet over a horse-

fight made between himself and his brothers, Kolskegg and Hjort, and how the fight will go.207 

Njál turns to Gunnar and states, “‘you will have the upper hand … but the death of many men 
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will come from it.’”208 With this grim future unveiled, Gunnar asks Njál if this event will be the 

cause of his death. Njál then informs him that he will not die in this event, but he warns him that 

“‘they will remember their old hostility with you and add a new one,” additionally stating that 

Gunnar will have no choice but to fight them.209 Later in the story, Njál informs Gunnar that his 

death will be rather unexpected.210 The fact that Gunnar returned to him to ask for the specifics 

of his fate suggests that he recognizes Njál’s authority based on his foreknowledge. Additionally, 

Njál reveals this prophecy in the feminine sphere of the home. Thus, the writer portrays him as 

an authoritative figure based on his prescience in a feminized location. He also attempts to gain 

power when he advises Gunnar to change the course of his fate.  

 Similar to the scene with Thord, Njál once again warns Gunnar not to take specific 

actions that pertain to his eventual demise. Njál advises him to “‘never kill more than once 

within the same bloodline, and never break any settlement which good men make between you 

and others.’”211 Interestingly, Njál also confidently states that if he avoids these two things, his 

fate will be averted and Gunnar will live to be an old man.212 This statement starkly contrasts 

with the common acceptance that fate was unavoidable. Njál’s reaction to this prophecy reflects 

his Christian desire to avoid bloodshed in the saga. However, as the author always ensures that 

fate occurs, the willingness to fight fate primarily appears only as a fruitless, human wish; 

unfortunately, Gunnar does kill another in the same bloodline, and while he does not break a 

settlement, several men still seek blood-vengeance and kill him.213 The writer also legitimizes 

the power behind the specificity of Njál’s prophecy when Gunnar meets his end in an 
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‘unexpected’ way.214 The author writes that “he defended himself until he fell from weariness,” 

revealing that Gunnar’s own efforts to fight back cause his death.215 This gain and lack of power 

creates an interesting paradox: the writer refuses to betray the inevitability of fate, but the author 

still wishes to give some form of power to Njál. Furthermore, his feminine traits do not affect or 

undermine his expert and legitimate authority. Another valuable male figure with foresight in 

this saga appears soon after Njál prophesizes that he and his family will die.  

 A man named Hildiglum Runolfsson steps outside and suddenly witnesses a vision-like 

scene. An unnamed male figure on horseback, labeled as the Black Rider by scholars such as 

Lars Lönnroth, stands enclosed within a flaming ring and holds a torch above his head.216 The 

author states that Hildiglum “heard a great crash, and it seemed as if both earth and sky were 

quaking,” following which the Black Rider enters the scene.217 From a traditional medieval 

perspective, the Black Rider appears as a dominant and physically-strong male figure. While it is 

clear that he is a vision-figure, and thus an exception amongst human prophets, he is a 

particularly fascinating example to examine for his role in the story.  

 The writer introduces him as a prophetic figure, for he speaks a verse and states that 

“Flosi’s plans are like a flung torch,” eerily providing details to Njál’s prophecy of how he and 

his family will die.218 As the Black Rider only appears briefly in this scene, the audience does 

not receive many details of his character. The writer does not flesh out his character because they 

intend for his prophecy to define him and give him purpose. Lars Lönnroth argues that he only 
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serves a literary role as an “Agent of Fate” put in the saga to prophesize and warn of a significant 

event.219 The Black Rider’s prophecy does not reflect his anxieties, nor Hildiglum’s; the 

audience knows too little about either character’s desires and concerns as the saga only features 

them briefly in this scene.220 Interestingly, it is the reactions to this prophecy that provide 

insights into the psyche of characters other than Njál, as well as medieval society itself. 

 After the Black Rider disappears into flames, Hildiglum returns to his home to lie in bed 

and ruminate on what he witnessed.221 When he awakens, he takes care to remember every detail 

and reveals the prophecy to his father. His father then recommends that he speak with a man 

named Hjalti Skeggjason.222 The fact that Hildiglum and his father sought to tell another of 

Hildiglum’s vision suggests that the Black Rider’s prophecy was important. The saga author also 

proves its significance when Flosi does indeed burn Njál’s home.223 Additionally, the prophecy 

allows the Black Rider to wield expert authority, for both characters do not ignore or disregard 

what Hildiglum saw. The saga author reveals another aspect of medieval belief when Hjalti turns 

to Hildiglum and states, “‘you have seen a witch-ride,’” a term with many feminine 

implications.224  

 The meaning of the term ‘witch-ride’ is a bit ambiguous in the family sagas, though it can 

involve a sexual, violent action done by a woman.225 For example, in The Saga of the People of 

Eyri, a sorceress named Geirríðr attacks and ‘rides’ a man named Gunnlaugr to mortally wound 

him.226 The term also has ‘othering’ implications in Old Norse mythology; for example, eddic 
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poems describe giantesses and troll-women as ‘darkness-rider(s)’ and ‘mouth-rider(s),’ and 

scholars believe that such terms are similar to the description of a ‘witch-ride.’227 As a result, 

Hjalti applies a feminine description to a male figure prophesizing the future. This description is 

somewhat similar to that of Thord’s goat spirit in the saga, who the author gendered as a male 

goat but with feminine origins as a fetch.228 Despite how Hjalti applies a feminine description to 

the masculine Black Rider, Hildiglum does not question this contrast.  

 Of course, not all prescient men in this saga have both feminine and masculine traits. In 

comparison to Njál and the Black Rider, the writer portrays Njál’s son Helgi primarily as a 

masculine character: Helgi is a warrior because he commonly aids his brothers in battle, often to 

exact blood-vengeance. For example, Helgi helps Grim and Skarphedin attack and kill Sigmund 

Lambisson because he murdered Thord, their foster-father, earlier in the story.229 Helgi also 

helps his brothers fight off Flosi’s men before they attempt to burn their home.230 Consequently, 

the saga writer only briefly references his ability to see into the future.231 Despite the fact that 

Helgi primarily identifies as a warrior, his role as a prophetic character provides many insights 

into the medieval Icelandic understanding of fate.  

 After the wind leads their ship off-course, Helgi and Grim land in what they assume to be 

Orkney, Scotland or Ireland, and they engage in a battle against Viking men.232 Kari aids them in 

the fight, and quickly brings them to Earl Sigurd of Orkney to ask if he will allow them a place 

to stay.233 The Earl agrees to this, and the saga states that “Helgi became silent as the winter 
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passed, and the earl had no idea what caused this.”234 Earl Sigurd approaches him to ask what is 

on his mind, and Helgi states, “‘the Scots have taken the life of your man in charge there and 

blocked all messages from crossing the Pentland Firth.’”235 The dialogue suggests that Helgi 

experienced a vision of this event during his time in Orkney. The saga author proves this when 

the earl sends men to the Pentland Firth and discovers that the Scottish Earl Hundi and Earl 

Melsnati killed Sigurd’s brother-in-law, Havard.236 This scene is a fascinating example featuring 

a character who uses second sight to reveal a past event, the details of which are unbeknownst to 

certain characters. As a result, Helgi’s vision appears similar to the vision in The Sibyl's 

Prophecy, for the seeress recounts the past before prophesizing the doom of the gods.237 Helgi’s 

vision is further proof that foresight could function as a form of remembrance to medieval 

Icelanders.238  

 After Helgi reveals what he had seen, the earl immediately asks if he has second sight. 

Helgi responds, “‘there’s been little experience of that,’” leading the audience to question the 

validity of his prophecy at first. Kari then appears before them and states, “‘his words will come 

true, for his father has second sight.’”239 Kari uses Helgi’s relation to Njál, a prescient man in the 

saga whose abilities characters clearly recognize, to defend Helgi’s capacity to see events 

unbeknownst to them. This statement validates Helgi’s legitimate power as a seer over Earl 

Sigurd, as Kari explains why he should listen to him. Thus, Kari’s recognition of Helgi’s 

prescience persuades the Earl to send men to inspect the Pentland Firth.240 Their responses to his 
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vision also suggest that they recognize his ability based on his ‘foreknowledge,’ similar to how 

Kari acknowledged Njál’s expert power.  

 Of course, Helgi’s prophecy is also quite different from Njál’s: his father only sees events 

of the future, while Helgi’s prophecy in the saga details a past event. As a result, Helgi reacts 

differently when he experiences his vision. As mentioned previously, Njál makes many efforts to 

suggest alternative action to Thord and Gunnar so that they may avoid fate. Comparatively, it is 

unnecessary for Helgi to alter the destiny of Havard because his prophecy reveals that Havard 

had already died. Instead, Helgi chooses to stay silent for most of the winter and ruminate on 

what he saw.241 This action is also unsurprising because the audience understands that Helgi does 

not have confidence in his prophetic abilities.242 Of course, his actions reveal that the vision does 

affect his psyche, just as Njál’s prophecies do. He ruminates on his prophecy because it portrays 

the grim fate of Havard, the kin of a man that Helgi is indebted to for allowing him to stay in 

Orkney. Helgi’s reaction is significant because he takes his vision seriously despite his lack of 

confidence in his own prophetic abilities.  

 Another example of a prescient male character described primarily with masculine traits 

is Thorstein Eiriksson of The Saga of the Greenlanders. Thorstein features as an undead prophet 

in this story when his corpse rises from a funerary bench.243 Similar to the Black Rider, the 

audience could consider Thorstein as an exception amongst prophetic characters primarily 

because he is dead. However, the saga writer describes Thorstein with similar traits and authority 

in this scene as other men who can foretell the future in the sagas.  
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 Previously, the author emphasized that Thorstein is a masculine figure: he is a Viking 

male who leads an expedition to Vinland across the sea, accompanied by twenty-five men and 

his wife, Gudrid Thorbjarnardottir.244 On this expedition, Thorstein succumbed to an illness and 

passed on, leaving Gudrid alone and grieving.245 He then returns from death for a brief moment, 

wishing to ease her worries by prophesizing her future. In response to his presence, a character 

named Thorstein the farmer tells Gudrid that she should not answer her husband.246 His hostile 

reaction is unsurprising, as it is uncommon within these six family sagas for characters to witness 

paranormal events. 

 Thorstein Eiriksson’s return to the mortal world closely resembles examples of undead 

beings in Old Norse literature, known as draugr.247 Draugr had corporeal bodies; similarly, the 

description of Thorstein suggests that he is an animated corpse. The writer states that “Thorstein 

then sat up and spoke: ‘Where is Gudrid?’” and the author ends the scene saying “Thorstein 

Eiriksson fell back, and his corpse was made ready and taken to the ship.”248 As Thorstein’s 

presence in this scene in unnatural, this scene is one of the few examples in the sagas where a 

character does not acknowledge the authority of a primarily-masculine figure based on his 

foreknowledge. Of course, Thorstein the farmer shows his hostility before Thorstein can reveal 

his prophecy to Gudrid; Thorstein Eiriksson states that she will remarry an Icelander, travel to 

Iceland and live a good life near a church in Iceland with many honourable descendants.249 

Interestingly, this scene also includes a rare case where the spoken prophecy details a positive 
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and encouraging future. Thus, predictions did not always involve a grim fate in Old Norse 

literature. Thorstein Eiriksson then lies back down on the bench and becomes lifeless once more. 

As the saga author does not mention Thorstein’s prophetic ability before his death, it is possible 

that they use this example to link the concepts of destiny and death. 

 As mentioned previously, modern scholars such as Judy Quinn argue that the poems 

Baldr’s Dreams and The Sibyl’s Prophecy associate their prophetesses with death as that is their 

natural state in the stories.250 As a result, the modern reader may believe that the saga author 

feminizes Thorstein Eiriksson because he relays his prophecy after he died. However, research 

has shown that the family sagas do not necessarily make this connection between femininity, 

death and the ability to see into the future. Similar to how Njál’s Saga implies that feminized 

figures of destiny can be male251, so too does the writer of this saga add a masculine tone to a 

scene connecting death and foresight. Instead, the saga writers feminize foresight only when 

individuals practice seiðr to do so. As the author does not mention the use of this ritualistic 

magic in this scene, the saga considers Thorstein Eiriksson primarily as a male draugr. The 

author also emphasizes Thorstein’s masculine role when they reveal his reason for prophesizing 

beyond the grave: he tells Thorstein the farmer, “‘I want to tell Gudrid her fate, to make it easier 

for her to resign herself to my death.’”252 He acts in this manly role as the concerned husband of 

Gudrid, only momentarily returning from death to console her and predict her fruitful future. 

Therefore, this scene reveals that Thorstein’s prophecy emerges primarily based on his own 

psychological concerns. 
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 Following this supernatural event, Gudrid does indeed marry an Icelander named 

Thorfinn Karlsefni, joining him on his voyage to Vinland.253 Over time, Gudrid also travels to 

Iceland with her husband, where Thorfinn purchases land in Glaumbaer, and they have many 

successful heirs. After Thorfinn passes on, their son Snorri builds a church in Glaumbaer where 

Gudrid lives the remainder of her life peacefully as a nun.254 Thorstein’s vision eases Gudrid’s 

mind and allows her to live a long, prosperous life. Additionally, while Thorstein the farmer 

showed hostility to Thorstein Eiriksson earlier in the story, the fact that the prophecy came true 

affirms his ability as a ‘prophet.’ Thus, it is the saga author who recognizes his legitimate 

authority by ensuring that future events occur as he predicts. Of course, foresight without the use 

of magic is not the only method used by prescient individuals in the sagas. 

 

Prophetesses: Feminine Power Respected and Scorned 

The prophetesses of the family sagas essentially represent the human equivalent of the mythical 

sibyls.255 Four prophetesses in Vatnsdal Saga, Eirík the Red’s Saga and Njál’s Saga are 

authoritative individuals typically described with feminine traits. As mentioned previously, 

seeresses commonly foretell the future through the highly-feminized practice of seiðr. However, 

some prophetesses can operate in the male-dominated public sphere as capable individuals. 

Furthermore, these women also have expert and legitimate authority over others when their 

prophecies come true. Interestingly, certain men of the sagas receive prophetic women very 

differently in comparison to prophetic men. Part of the reason for this is likely linked to the 
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foreign Sámi origins of two prophetesses in the stories. Before delving into the sources, it is first 

necessary to reveal the ‘othering’ connotations that medieval Icelanders applied to femininity, 

seiðr and the Sámi.    

 The Sámi resided in the northern parts of the Scandinavian peninsula, including areas 

such as Finnmark in Norway which translates to ‘a forested area’ or ‘a borderland’ of the 

Sámi.256 Nordic people addressed the Sámi as the ‘finnar,’ as a result.257 The Norse and the Sámi 

lived alongside one another in Norway, although some Sámi also traveled to Iceland and settled 

there in the medieval period.258 The Nordic people did not consider the Sámi as equals. This 

sense of Sámi inferiority in present in Old Norse literature. Characters of the family sagas 

sometimes used terms such as ‘troll’ as a derogatory slur for a Sámi character, as is evident in 

The Saga of the People of Eyri: for example, one scene has a man named Hallbjǫrn refer to his 

Sámi daughter-in-law, Hrafnhildr, in this way.259 Numerous kings’ sagas also portray Sámi 

characters in a subordinate position to the Norse, namely in service to Norwegian kings.260 

Interestingly, other stories depict the Sámi as influential individuals for the magic they wield. 

 The existent similarities between Sámi rituals and seiðr suggest that the Norse borrowed 

ritualistic aspects from the Sámi, and adopted it into Scandinavian life.261 It only became known 

as seiðr when the Norse adopted it. As the mythical prophetesses of the Other World used this 

power to see into the future, medieval Icelanders also applied ‘othering’ connotations to 
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femininity, the Sámi and their magic. Several Sámi and Icelandic sorcerers in the sagas utilize 

seiðr to manipulate minds and cloud judgment.262 For example, Snorri Sturluson describes a 

scene in The Saga of the Yngling Family where a queen of Sámi or Finnish origin hires a sorcerer 

to utilize seiðr and ease her husband’s mind.263 Sorcerers also used this magic in divination 

rituals, which the authors detail specifically in Eirík the Red’s Saga and Vatnsdal Saga.264 In Old 

Norse literature, many of these ceremonies occurred either in times of crisis or during the 

passage of seasonal cycles.265 Despite the Norse discrimination against the Sámi, the sagas do 

not necessarily suggest that Christian Icelanders always considered this pagan magic as ‘evil.’266 

In the six sagas examined, the authors rarely define this magic as such. Rather, Old Norse 

literature portrays it as a powerful ability that the Norse adopted from a people of the north, who 

they deemed to be different and uncivilized.267 Additionally, medieval Icelanders may have 

understood seiðr as a fated thread woven by its practitioners, which suggests a definitive 

connection to foresight and the norns of Old Norse mythology, who wove the destinies of 

men.268 The fact that there are two notable Sámi prophetesses in the family sagas also suggests 

that there is a Sámi link to foresight through magic. The family sagas also perpetuate a sense of 

disregard shown to some Sámi seeresses, though this is not true of all characters in the stories. 
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Such an example of these two reactions to Sámi women is present in Vatnsdal Saga, where an 

unnamed Sámi prophetess reveals the destiny of Ingimund Thorsteinsson.  

 The story begins in Norway, where a man named Ingjald invites the prophetess to take 

part in a magic rite as a form of entertainment, preparing a high seat for her out of respect.269 

Various men gather around her, eager to know what their futures hold. In doing so, they 

recognize her authority based on her foreknowledge. The author also states that “for each of 

them she predicted that which eventually came to pass,” suggesting that the results of her 

predictions legitimized her authority as a seeress.270 The actions of Ingjald and his men implies 

that characters did not always think poorly of Sámi characters in the sagas. Rather, this scene 

purports that the men respect her primarily for her power because they wish to know their 

futures. However, Ingimund is one character who does not share their enthusiasm.  

 Before hearing her prophecy, Ingimund tersely says, “‘I do not think that my future life 

lies at the roots of your tongue.’”271 The saga author does not specify whether he shows disgust 

because she is a Sámi woman, or for the fact that she is an authoritative female figure. It is 

probable that his distrust stems from both of these ideas. Regardless of his disgust, she responds, 

“‘I will nevertheless tell you without being asked. You will settle in a land which is called 

Iceland. … There you will become a man of honour and live to a great age.’”272 The prophetess 

forcibly takes control of the dialogue, seemingly placing her in a position of power over 

Ingimund. Her actions are similar to how the sibyls of myth re-emphasize their superior position 

over Oðinn based on their predictive ability.273 Ingimund continues to deny the truth of her 
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prophecy, and thus her expert power, as he states, “‘I have made up my mind to never go to that 

place.’”274 The scene concludes with the prophetess having the last word, as she uses magic to 

curse an amulet of his; she sends it to Iceland so that only he may retrieve it and fulfill his 

destiny.275  

 This scene presents an interesting tension between Ingimund and the prophetess, whereby 

Ingimund denies her authority, but she certainly wields power in other respects. Unlike the 

reception of most men with foresight in the family sagas, Ingimund refuses to acknowledge her 

expert power. The writer describes him as uncomfortable with having his future told.276 Not only 

does he not want to hear his future, but he is also unhappy with the prophecy that she provides to 

him because he is wary of traveling far from his family estate.277 The saga emphasizes the 

inevitability of fate when the writer introduces characters who do, in fact, heed her warning; the 

Norwegian King Harald Fair-hair is one such example. Soon after the prophetess reveals 

Ingimund’s fate, he seeks the counsel of the king.278 King Harald tells him, “‘I cannot deny that 

the prophecy may have some purpose,” adding that “‘Frey might wish his amulet to come to rest 

… where he wants his seat of honour to be established.’”279 Here, the king uses the male god 

Freyr, a figure carved into Ingimund’s amulet, to persuade him that her prophecy may be 

significant. The author uses Harald and the audience’s belief in destiny as literary tools to move 

the story forward and drive Ingimund’s actions. It is also interesting to note that the prophetess 

utilises her feminine magical powers to control an object with a symbol of male power carved 
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into it; Freyr was known for dominating the great giantess Gerd, for example, in the myths.280 

The fact that King Harald recognizes that her prophecy likely has purpose suggests that he 

acknowledges her authority based on her foreknowledge. Ingimund’s response to the prophetess 

also reflects Oðinn’s reaction to the mythical sibyls in certain ways. Consequently, the 

prophetesses of this saga and the eddic poems always conclude that a prophesied event will 

occur regardless of men’s desires. 

 Ingimund still attempts to deny her power when he sends Sámi messengers to retrieve his 

amulet in Iceland.281 However, they return empty-handed and claim that it magically flew off 

into another wood each time they came close to touching it.282 As a result, the writer proves that 

only Ingimund can retrieve his amulet as the Sámi woman predicted. In the end, he agrees to go 

to Iceland, and the people praise his decision stating, “‘there are few things more powerful than 

destiny.’”283 In the process of moving to Iceland, he comes upon Vatnsdal and chooses to stay 

there.284 From a narrative standpoint, her prophecy establishes a beginning to the story, as 

Vatnsdal is the central location of the saga. Therefore, the saga author both legitimizes her 

authority over Ingimund and utilizes her prophecy as a literary device to move the story forward. 

The writer also iterates that it is foolish for characters to deny destiny, especially when one 

cannot control their fate. There are a few female seers who do not use magic to see into the 

future, yet characters still scorn them because they do not believe in their prophecies.  
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 One example of this is present in Njál’s Saga, as a woman named Saeunn prophesizes the 

final details of Njál’s death. Saeunn is an exception amongst prescient women because the author 

does not introduce her as a prophetess by title. Instead, she is only “wise in many ways and could 

foretell the future.”285 As a result, the saga does not imply that she uses magic to foretell the 

future, similar to prophetic men of the stories. Regardless, the writer emphasizes that much of 

her prophecies came true, despite the fact that “she was very old, and the Njálssons called her 

doddering because she talked so much.”286  

 The scene begins with Saeunn huddled over a pile of chickweed, cursing it under her 

breath.287 Finding her actions amusing, Skarphedin approaches her and asks her why she is 

talking to the pile. Saeunn immediately grabs the chickweed, thrusting it in Skarphedin’s face 

and states, “‘this chickweed will be taken and set afire when Njál is burned in his house, along 

with my foster-daughter Bergthora.’”288 Saeunn then advises Skarphedin to put the pile in water 

or burn it as quickly as possible to avoid this gruesome fate. This scene provides another rare 

example of an individual who uses their prophecy to both warn a character and attempt to 

prevent their fate. Previously in this story, only Njál suggested alternative actions to change the 

futures of Thord and Gunnar.289 Saeunn’s and Njál’s attempts to change fate are human attempts 

as they both prophesize grim destinies that happen to individuals who are close to them: Njál 

considers Gunnar to be a close friend, and Saeunn does not wish to see her foster-daughter burn 

to death.  
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 Unfortunately, Skarphedin chooses to disregard Saeunn’s grim prophecy, stating, “‘for if 

(the chickweed) is not here something else will be found to start the fire, if that is what’s 

fated.’”290 His statement suggests that he does not deny that his father’s home will be set aflame, 

but he denies the specifics of her prophecy when she suggests the cause of the burning. 

Nonetheless, the specificity of Saeunn’s prophecy is correct because the saga states that Flosi 

sets fire to a pile of chickweed behind Njál’s home.291  

 Her vision is significant for numerous reasons. As the audience already knows that Njál 

will die, the writer uses her prophecy to reveal the final details of how he will die. Her advice to 

get rid of the chickweed suggests a fruitless attempt to alter destiny because all that she predicts 

comes true. While the writer purports that she does not have the power to change the future, nor 

does Skarphedin recognize her expert power, she is still somewhat superior to him because the 

specifics of her prophecy is correct. While her power clearly comes from the unavoidable nature 

of destiny, Saeunn is significant because she is the only character to reveal the final details of 

Njál’s death in the saga.  

 Furthermore, Skarphedin’s reaction is similar to Ingimund’s, seemingly upholding 

traditional views of male dominance in Icelandic society. It is possible that Saeunn represents a 

feminine threat to male power; the young man, Skarphedin, cannot control her power to foretell 

the future as she forcefully prophesizes against his will, and she is correct in the end. 

Interestingly, the author also connects Saeunn physically to her vision because the saga indicates 

that characters found her body in the wreckage at Bergthorshvol.292 This scene suggests that her 

involvement goes beyond her prophecy and places her in this central location of her vision. Of 
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course, not all characters in the sagas distrust prophetesses; many also respect these women, 

especially when they ask them to use their powers for their benefit.  

 Thorbjorg of Eirík the Red’s Saga is an intriguing example to consider because she is a 

respected Sámi prophetess. The author introduces her as the “Little Prophetess” in the latter half 

of Eirík the Red’s Saga, describing her as one of ten sisters who could all see into the future.293 

While the writer does not explicitly state that she is a Sámi woman, the ritual she performs and 

the clothing she wears are similar in description to Sámi and Balto-Finn shamanic traditions.294 

As a result, the audience might expect characters to insult her or show her disregard as Ingimund 

did in Vatnsdal Saga. However, the author emphasizes that a farmer named Thorkel receives her 

well, similar to how Ingjald welcomed the Sámi prophetess in the other saga.295 Thorkel 

profoundly respects her, preparing for her visit by organizing a grand feast in her honour.296 He 

offers her the finest quality food and seating, ensuring that she is comfortable so that he may ask 

her to use her power to know the future. The saga states that “this was a very lean time in 

Greenland. Those who had gone hunting had had poor catches, and some … failed to return.”297 

This statement suggests that a famine ravaged Greenland, affecting Thorkel’s farm as a result. 

Thus, he wishes for her to use her power to determine if the hard times will end soon.298 Her 

prophecy is important to Thorkel’s psyche as it represents an answer to his concerns.   

 His actions suggest that he recognizes her expert and legitimate authority over him based 

on her foreknowledge. This view is interesting to consider as farmers were figures of power, 
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responsible for their communities.299 After ensuring that she is comfortable there, Thorkel asks if 

she will reveal the future. She responds that she must take the night to prepare for the ritual in a 

house, inviting women from the farm to aid her by chanting while she leads it.300 The use of 

seiðr, the inclusion of various women and the location of the prophetic ritual emphasizes the 

feminine connection to foresight through magic. Once the ceremony is complete, she approaches 

Thorkel and tells him, “‘this spell of hardship will last no longer, and times will improve as the 

spring advances.’”301 This is another rare example of a prophetic individual revealing an 

uplifting prophecy of the future. The saga later confirms that her prediction is correct, stating that 

the weather improved with the coming of spring and the hard times did end.302  

 She also prophesizes the fate of Gudrid Thorbjarnardottir, who helped her in the ritual 

earlier: she turns to Gudrid and states, “‘your path leads to Iceland, and from you will be 

descended a long and worthy line.’”303 This prophecy echoes Thorstein Eiriksson’s prophecy to 

the same woman in The Saga of the Greenlanders: both predictions feature Gudrid traveling to 

Iceland and having many honourable descendants.304 Thus, the sagas link Thorbjorg and 

Thorstein together, connecting two differently-gendered symbols of power. Thorbjorg is a 

feminine symbol, for she is a respected prophetess who uses magic to see into the future.305 

Comparatively, Thorstein is a strong, Viking male who only prophesizes to console his wife: 

thus, he is a symbol of male power.306 The difference between the two individuals lies only in the 
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responses to their presence: Thorkel respects Thorbjorg, but Thorstein the farmer fears Thorstein 

Eiriksson before he reveals his prophecy.307 The fact that both of their prophecies come true 

legitimizes their power as prophetic individuals. Thus, the connection between Thorbjorg and 

Thorstein suggests that men and women could easily prophesize with the same level of 

legitimate power. Evidently, Thorstein desires to use Thorbjorg’s power for the benefit of the 

community, and a man named Thororm approaches a prophetess for similar reasons in Vatnsdal 

Saga.  

 In this saga, Thorgils of Svinavatn wants revenge for the murder of his nephew, Glaedir, 

at the hands of Thorkel Scratcher.308 The saga author portrays Thorkel as a robust and 

honourable individual.309 Comparatively, the audience understands that Glaedir was “a 

flamboyant individual, a chatterbox, a dimwit and a great blusterer,” with the saga author clearly 

introducing him with negative attributes.310 Earlier in the saga, Thorkel volunteers to kill a boar 

for a great feast and Glaedir insults him: he states that he assumed Thorkel laid beside the boar, 

“‘because he felt cold like any other bitch.’”311 Thorgils tells Glaedir that it was foolish of him to 

make such a joke, but Glaedir does not think much of this. He approaches Thorkel once again in 

the story and chooses to insult his parentage, stating that his work was “‘suitable for a slave-

woman’s son.’”312 This statement provokes Thorkel to murder him with an axe, and Thorkel 

goes into hiding.313 As the saga portrays Thorkel as an honourable man, the people of Vatnsdal 
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wish to defend him and, with the help of Thororm, they seek out a prophetess named Thordis.314 

They ask her to mediate the dispute and protect Thorkel.315 Consequently, Thorgils appoints a 

man named Gudmund the Powerful of Modruvellir to prosecute his case.    

 The author writes that “(Thordis) … could see into the future and was thus chosen to act 

in major cases,” suggesting that Thororm seeks out Thordis for her wise power.316 This line also 

implies that she probably used foresight or wisdom in mediation at the Alþingi before. This 

course of action is not exclusive to characters in Vatnsdal Saga; The Saga of the People of Eyri 

introduces several diviners who involve themselves in legal matters. For example, a male seer 

named Spá-Gils uses his prophetic power to seek out thieves in a legal matter.317 Similar to the 

case of Thorbjorg in Eirík the Red’s Saga, the people respect Thordis because they can use her 

power for their benefit. However, Thordis does not explicitly use her magic to see into the future 

in this scene. 

 After Thororm asks her to take the case, she tells him to offer terms to Gudmund if he 

will allow her to decide the case.318 Gudmund refuses, stating that he does not desire to receive 

monetary compensation. His actions tell the audience that Gudmund and Thorgils would only 

accept blood-vengeance for Glaedir, despite how the author portrayed him as an unlikeable 

character. With Gudmund’s stubbornness in mind, Thordis advises Thorkel to cloak himself in 

her hood and visit Gudmund to tap his cheek three times with her staff.319 This action would 

place him in a trance before the meeting at the Alþingi. At the legal assembly, Gudmund 
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suddenly states that he no longer believes that Thorkel dishonoured Glaedir.320 Following this 

statement, he agrees to drop the case and accept monetary compensation instead. By the time 

Thorkel brings Gudmund out of his trance with Thordis’ staff, the case is over. The mental 

manipulation that Thordis uses on Gudmund echoes the description of seiðr, where sorcerers 

could project specific images onto the minds of others.321 While it is evident that the saga 

presents her use of magic as a form of trickery, the author also shows it as warranted to ensure 

that Thorkel received justice. After the reconciliation process, Thorkel becomes chieftain of 

Vatnsdal.322 Therefore, the writer justifies Thordis’ actions. 

 This scene is significant for various reasons. Firstly, Thordis proves to be another 

exception amongst prophetesses of the family sagas because she does not use seiðr to see into the 

future, despite the fact that the saga introduces her as a prophetess. Regardless, the story notes 

that Thororm recognizes her authority based on her wise knowledge when he seeks her out.323 

Additionally, her power allows her to influence powerful men such as Glaedir. Thus, Thordis 

wields another form of authority in addition to her power based on her knowledge and wisdom. 

This scene is also important because it provides a clear example of a prophetess, a symbol of 

femininity, able to physically enter the masculinized public sphere as she essentially controlled 

all that happened at the Alþingi. 

 

Conclusions 
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The saga writers use prophecies in these stories in two different ways: in some, they serve as a 

representation of a character’s psychological concerns. In others, authors use visions as a literary 

device to motivate the actions of individuals and move the story forward. In both situations, 

prophecies are crucial because they provide a window into an inevitable future.  

 These sagas introduce four prophetesses and four prophetic men, proving that the stories 

did not gender the ability to see into the future. These characters have authority in certain 

situations, but lack power in others. Typically, men do not use magic to reveal the grim fates of 

specific individuals, and characters usually receive them well. Men such as Kari respect Njál and 

Helgi for their knowledge of the future in Njál’s Saga.324 A rare exception to this amongst male 

prophets is Thorstein the farmer’s reaction to Thorstein Eiriksson in The Saga of the 

Greenlanders.325 Nevertheless, Thorstein Eiriksson wields legitimate power over Thorstein the 

farmer because his prophecy comes true. Interestingly, the characters who respect prophetic men 

do not often approach them personally to hear their prophecies.326 This is more common in 

scenes where characters ask prophetesses about the future. 

 Conversely, most prophetesses use pagan magic to see into the future and many men both 

respect and scorn them.327 Characters tend to honour these women for their prescience when 

these men can use this power to their benefit. Despite the discriminatory behavior to Sámi 

individuals in Old Norse literature, certain characters show respect to two Sámi prophetesses in 
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Vatnsdal Saga and Eirík the Red’s Saga when men prepare for their arrival by arranging grand 

feasts and cushioned seating for them.328 Of course, other characters such as Ingimund of 

Vatnsdal Saga also disregard the prediction of the Sámi woman because he does not like the 

prophecy she gives.329 He denies her any opportunity to hold expert power over him in such a 

scene. Nonetheless, fate always occurs at these women predict. 

  Two patterns are present in cases where characters scorn these women: firstly, these men 

do not approach these women personally, for they do not wish to hear the prophecies. Secondly, 

they do not like what fate has in store for them, and they receive the prophecies negatively as a 

result. When they cannot control the prophetic power of these women, they distrust them. This 

reaction echoes the male-dominant values of society present in poems such as Baldr’s Dreams 

and The Sibyl’s Prophecy, whereby Oðinn felt threatened by the power of the sibyls.330 However, 

the saga authors reiterate that this distrust does not undermine the prophetesses’ authority as a 

proponent of fate. All that they predict comes true, and the writers suggest that a male desire for 

control cannot override the inevitability of destiny. While the results show that neither men nor 

women could change the course of destiny, the sagas also prove that men and women could 

wield a similar level of legitimate authority. 

 Furthermore, most prophetic men and prophetesses tend to be either masculine or 

feminine, but in rare cases, they have both of these qualities. Some sagas also apply a masculine 

character to traditionally-feminized figures. For example, the author of Njál’s Saga genders the 

bloodied goat and the Black Rider as male figures, yet also describes them as a fetch and a 
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witch-ride, emphasizing their feminine origins.331 Similarly, sagas such as Vatnsdal Saga 

associate prophetesses with masculine ideas when Thordis performs as an authority figure at the 

Alþingi.332 These results show that such characters could transcend traditional gender 

perceptions.  

 The writers imply similar ideas in scenes where dream-seers, dream-figures, or 

interpreters of dreams prophesize the future. The thesis will explore these figures in the 

following chapter. Interestingly, there is one clear difference between those who reveal 

prophecies and those involved in dream visions: the writers do not refer to foresight through 

magic when they introduce dream-seers, dream-figures and interpreters of dreams.   
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Chapter 3: The Influence of Predictive Dreams 

Old Norse literature suggests that Icelanders highly respected the power of dreams, connecting 

them to foresight; they believed that dream-visions provided a window into the future.333 Dream-

visions in Icelandic literature often revealed foreboding fates, commonly reflected in the 

symbolic imagery of human and animal figures.334 To elaborate, some dream-figures in the sagas 

could appear before an individual as someone’s fetch.335 Additionally, humans who attacked 

others in dream-visions disguised themselves as animals in stories like Njál’s Saga.336 As dream-

symbolism alluded to key players in future events, imagery impacted how the writers framed 

individual visions. In turn, sagas portray dream-seers, dream-figures and interpreters of dreams 

as powerful individuals who witness, perform in and analyze these dreams.  

 The authors employ dream-visions as a means to grant these characters expert and 

legitimate authority, similar to ‘prophets’ and prophetesses. Their reactions to these visions also 

exemplify that they had many different gendered qualities. Furthermore, these visions invite the 

audience to explore the psyche of their characters, similar to the use of prophecies examined in 

the first chapter. This is especially true of characters in Njál’s Saga, Gísli’s Saga, Laxardal Saga 

and Vatnsdal Saga.  

 This chapter will examine various male and female dream-seers, dream-figures and 

interpreters of dreams to determine how foresight grants them authority. While ‘prophets’ and 
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prophetesses gain authority by prophesizing with and without magic, those involved in dream-

visions do not use magic at all to foretell the future.337As a result, the chapter will note 

similarities and differences between them and those examined in Chapter Two. In comparing 

these groups, the thesis will also explore the gendered traits that the authors use to describe such 

characters, as well as the effect of their visions on these traits. Finally, this chapter will explore 

how the authors portray any attempts by characters to warn or run from fate, and how it may or 

may not affect the authority of these individuals.  

 As the previous chapter compared results to another family saga outside of the six 

examined, these sections will also refer to the effect of dream-visions on characters in other 

sagas. More specifically, this chapter will discuss two of Sturla Þórðarson’s works: The Saga of 

the Icelanders (Íslendinga saga), a contemporary saga, and The Saga of Hacon, Hacon’s Son 

(Hákonar saga Hákonarsonar), a king’s saga. Such examples of prescient men and women of 

these sagas will reveal that other writers of the thirteenth century understood how dreams and 

foresight could problematize traditional ideas. 

 

Powerful Dream Seers and their Psyches 

Gísli’s Saga, Laxardal Saga, Njál’s Saga and Vatnsdal Saga introduce a number of complex 

male dream-seers. While many prophetic men examined previously tended to exhibit masculine 

traits, certain male dream-seers are far more feminine in some regards. These characters display 

these qualities when they fear what they witness in their visions. Their reaction proves that their 

dreams strongly affect their psyche. Furthermore, other characters’ reactions to the dreams may 
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provide more insight into how medieval Icelanders conceived gender and understood destiny. An 

examination of the meaning behind their visions as well as the seers’ power, or lack thereof, is 

essential to this thesis. A valuable character to examine first is An the Black of Laxardal Saga.  

 An is a secondary character who accompanies a man named Kjartan Olafsson to 

Saurbaer, because a man named Bolli Thorleiksson owes certain payments to Kjartan.338 Making 

camp at Hol with Kjartan and his men, An experiences a troubling dream. The author reveals 

An’s effeminate nature when they describe that he fears a dream-woman who promises to slice 

him down the middle, rip out his entrails and fill his empty stomach with twigs.339 After he 

relays the details of his terrible dream to Kjartan and his men, they mock his vision and teasingly 

call him “An Twigbelly.”340 It is evident that the men do not find his dream as concerning as An 

does: their reaction suggests that the idea of a woman dominating a man was laughable. An’s 

fear and their mockery of his dream de-masculinizes him as a result.  

 Interestingly, not everyone in the group disregards An’s dream. A woman named Aud 

overhears An’s fearful explanation, and she attempts to convince Kjartan that his dream has 

significance.341 The author writes that “Aud said … that it was nothing to joke about,” 

additionally stating that Aud advises Kjartan to either stay at Hol longer or bring twice as many 

men with him to Saurbaer than he originally planned.342 She understands that An’s dream likely 

alludes to a grim fate that the men will meet because An accompanies them. This view is 

unsurprising, as earlier in the saga, the writer indicated that there were tense relations between 

Kjartan and Bolli. The cause for this hostility stems from Kjartan’s accusation that Bolli stole a 
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headdress that Kjartan previously gifted to his wife.343 Thus, it is entirely possible that something 

may go wrong when they meet. Kjartan claims that An is merely, “‘entertaining (Aud) with his 

stories,’” and he states that he still intends to go, “‘dream or not.’”344 Kjartan does not believe 

that Bolli plans to murder him, but the possibility is evidently on other characters’ minds. For 

example, a young shepherd boy at Svinadal sees Kjartan’s group riding away, and he suggests 

that he and a man named Thorkel should join them “to prevent such a disaster as was now 

looming on the horizon.”345 As other characters believe that the men are riding to their doom, it 

is probable that the prophecy represents An’s anxieties that something will go wrong during the 

settlement between Kjartan and Bolli. Thus, the saga portrays Kjartan’s disbelief in An’s dream-

vision as foolish. 

 When the group reaches its destination, Bolli and his men engage them in battle and An 

fights valiantly to protect Kjartan.346 Unfortunately, An is deeply wounded and he eventually 

falls to the ground with his entrails exposed, precisely as the dream-woman predicted.347 Bolli 

kills Kjartan moments later.348 After Bolli leaves with his men, many who survived the battle 

choose to stay behind and look after the bodies of Kjartan’s group. Of course, the characters 

presume An to be among those dead; however, they are proven wrong on the night after the 

battle, when An miraculously wakes up in Saelingsdalstanga.349 Overjoyed that he is alive, An 

proclaims that he dreamed the threatening woman removed the twigs from his stomach with 
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care, replacing his organs so that An “‘became whole again,’” in his own words.350 At first, this 

scene suggests that he avoided his fate and that the dream-woman confirmed this. Such events 

are extremely infrequent in the family sagas, highlighting this example as a particularly 

fascinating one. Unfortunately, An’s belief that he averted fate is short-lived; as the story 

continues, An joins a group of men to hunt down Bolli to exact blood-vengeance for Kjartan.351 

After they find Bolli waiting in a cabin, they organize a plan to corner him inside. Before 

entering, An states that he would be glad to strike Bolli down first, and so he says, “‘I’ll be the 

first one to enter.’”352 The moment he opens the door, the saga states that Bolli sliced An “right 

down to his shoulders” and killed him instantly.353 These results show that An did not, in fact, 

alter his destiny; his dream-vision still comes true, though in two different scenes. When An lay 

supposedly lifeless on the battlefield with his entrails exposed, the saga confirmed that part of his 

fate came true.354 However, as he lives on from this experience, his prophesied death must occur 

at some point later in the story. Thus, a figure still kills him by slicing him from the front.355 

Interestingly, An meets his end in both scenes when he acts in a masculine role as a warrior 

fueled by a desire for revenge. It also seems fated that Bolli would kill him as An was one of the 

few who lived in the previous battle. 

 Similar to Njál’s prophetic visions spurred by revenge, the saga author reveals that An’s 

destiny occurs as prophesized when he desires to avenge Kjartan. As the saga portrays An in the 
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role of a warrior in this scene, he exerts masculine traits. However, he is also rather effeminate in 

this saga because he fears the dream-woman. Furthermore, An does not have authority over the 

dream-woman because the author describes her as a figure who dominates him and ultimately 

decides his fate. Interestingly, this does not necessarily undermine his legitimate power as a 

dream-seer, because he is correct in assuming that the dream foretold his death.356 Thus, the saga 

validates his concerns for his own fate. It is additionally fascinating to note that a woman, Aud, 

is the only character who believes in his dream-vision.357 It is possible that Icelanders expected 

and accepted Aud’s defence of the cowardly and ‘effeminate’ An because she is a woman. Her 

actions show that she believes An’s dream has value, and her recognition allows him to wield 

expert power. Arguably, this scene also places Aud in a position of authority because she warns 

Kjartan and his men to prepare for a foreboding future that does indeed occur.358  

 Another significant male dream-seer who fears his dreams is Gísli Súrsson in Gísli’s 

Saga. The author describes Gísli as a wise character who “dreamed a great deal and whose 

dreams were prophetic.”359 They prove this when he reveals some concerning dreams he had 

before an unknown assailant murdered his brother-in-law, Vestein.360 He tells his brother, 

Thorkel, that he saw a viper wriggle out from a farm and sting Vestein to death in the first 

dream.361 In the second dream, a wolf appeared before Vestein and bit him, killing him 

instantly.362 The writer iterates that Gísli felt scared to reveal such terrifying dreams initially at 

the risk of them coming true.363 Thus, Gísli keeps his dreams to himself. His actions reflect his 
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psyche, and his efforts are one of the few attempts in the family sagas where a character tries to 

defy fate. Similar to Njál’s and Saeunn’s efforts to change the future outcome of people they care 

about, Gísli wishes to change the destiny of his brother-in-law. However, it is clear that his 

attempts were unsuccessful because he only reveals his dreams after Vestein died.364 The writer 

clearly places Gísli in a powerless role. However, he does wield a certain level of legitimate 

authority as a seer because his dreams come true, with the viper and the wolf symbolizing 

Vestein’s murderer.  

 When Gísli comes across Vestein’s body, he removes the spear that pierced him.365 This 

scene occurs after the saga states that “whoever drew a weapon from a death wound was 

obligated to take revenge.”366 Thus, the author portrays Gísli in a masculine role as the man who 

must honourably take blood-vengeance for Vestein. Interestingly, the writer also describes 

Gísli in effeminate ways at various points of the story. For example, the saga begins with a man 

known as Skeggi the Dueller who asks a carpenter to carve a statue of Gísli performing ergi with 

another man; this term denoted an act of passive homosexuality between two people, by a 

modern definition.367 Icelanders additionally associated it with cowardice and unmanliness, for it 

was a great insult to Icelandic men.368 The saga also refers to Gísli’s cowardly and effeminate 

nature when he experiences concerning dreams after attempting to avenge Vestein. 

 Though the saga never names Vestein’s killer, Gísli believes it to be his brother-in-law, 

Thorgrim; as a result, Gísli sneaks into Thorgrim’s room and murders him before quickly leaving 

to cover up his tracks.369 His actions lead him to become an outlaw in the story, chased by many 
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men who wish to avenge Thorgrim. During this time, two women visit Gísli in his dreams.370 

Gísli deeply fears one woman, but the other makes him feel content; the evil dream-woman 

threatens him with a promise that his death will be violent and unpleasant.371 The author 

emphasizes Gísli’s fear, stating that he could not sleep because “whenever he closed his eyes, he 

saw the same woman.”372 Comparatively, the good dream-woman prophesizes that he will 

receive wealth and happiness in the future.373  

 These figures represent a conflict within Gísli, arguably symbolizing ‘good’ and ‘evil’ in 

a Christian context. 374 The good dream-woman appears before him as a Christian guardian 

angel, telling him to “‘stop following the old faith for the rest of (his) life.’”375 The saga author 

could also be using Gísli’s dream-women to represent a tension between Christian and pagan 

ideas, with the good woman being Christian and the evil woman symbolizing Iceland’s heathen 

past.376 Of course, there are problems with this interpretation: namely, specific lines that the evil 

woman says seem to contradict Old Norse thought. She threatens to undo all that the good 

dream-women prophesized to him, which does not fit with the medieval Icelandic idea that 

destiny was irrefutable.377 Therefore, Christopher Crocker believes that Gísli’s dreams primarily 

reflect his anxieties based on his killing of Thorgrim, and spending a majority of his life running 

from his pursuers.378 Interestingly, Gísli’s fear does not undermine a certain level of expert and 

legitimate authority that he has. 
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 Gísli is an interesting example of someone who does not have the power to change his 

fate, yet he is in a position of authority because other characters cannot see such visions of the 

future. His dream-women arguably have more power than him because they influence his 

emotions and prophesize his eventual demise. However, the good and evil dream-women would 

not have held sway in the story if Gísli did not experience these dream-visions. Furthermore, it is 

Gísli who reveals and interprets what the dream-women mean in his visions when he reveals his 

dreams to his wife, Aud. Aud continuously inquires as to what his dreams meant. In one scene, 

the author states that “one night, after he had slept badly, Aud asked him again what had 

appeared to him.”379 Speaking in verse, he responds with firm belief that his dream-visions 

allude to the fact that he will die in battle. While the reader could conclude that Aud merely tries 

to console Gísli and ease his worries about his visions, the fact remains that she believes his 

dreams are significant because they strongly affect his emotions. Thus, it is possible that she 

recognizes his expert power as a seer. Furthermore, Gísli only reveals his dreams involving the 

women to her, likely for fear of men mocking him as such a reaction occurs in Laxardal Saga 

with An the Black.380 Similar to Aud’s reaction in Laxardal Saga, Gísli’s Aud recognizes the 

significance of his dreams.  

 Two other male characters also feature as dream-seers, but the sagas do not describe them 

as particularly powerful. One such example is Flosi Þórðarson of Njál’s Saga, and the saga only 

mentions his prescience briefly. Flosi experiences a dream-vision later in the story, where a male 

figure appears before him wearing goatskin and wielding an iron staff.381 The man then calls out 

the names of over twenty men, all of whom Flosi recognizes as his own.382 Calling out the final 
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name, he approaches Flosi who asks him for his own name and where he is traveling. The man 

proclaims that he is Iron-Grim, and he says that he is going to the Alþingi.383 Iron-Grim then 

speaks a verse that alludes to a great battle: he prophesizes that “men will see on the ground 

many forts of brains; singing of sword-play will sound in the hills.”384 Iron-Grim then strikes his 

staff down, and Flosi wakes up feeling frightened. A man named Ketil Sigfusson interprets the 

vision to suggest that all of the men mentioned will die.385 

 It is possible that this dream-vision reflects Flosi’s anxieties over his actions when he 

burned Njál’s home. The author reveals that Flosi only wished to kill the Njálssons, as Flosi 

extended his hand to Njál and Bergthora at the scene of the crime and said, “‘I want to offer you 

free exit, for you do not deserve to be burned.’”386 In this scene, Njál refuses to leave, stating, 

“‘I’m an old man and hardly fit to avenge my sons, and I do not want to live in shame.’”387 

Bergthora then agrees to stay as she proclaims, “‘I promised (Njál) that one fate should await us 

both.’”388 As the couple perishes in their home despite Flosi’s best efforts, it is possible that Flosi 

feels a sense of guilt for killing them when he believed that they deserved to live. Additionally, 

Flosi knew that Kari escaped the fire and likely surmised that, being a brother-in-law to the 

Njálssons, Kari would desire revenge.389 Similar to the case with Gísli’s dreams, the saga writer 

could be using Flosi’s dream to reflect his psychological anxieties, though in this scene his 

concerns lie with what could happen to him and his men.  
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 Flosi does wield a certain level of authority as a dream-seer in this scene, though the saga 

author does not emphasize this particularly strongly. Ketil certainly regards Flosi’s vision to be 

true because he willingly interprets what Flosi saw.390 Furthermore, Ketil recognizes the 

significance of his dream when Flosi explains that his vision terrified him, arguably placing him 

in a de-masculinized position similar to Gísli and An. Therefore, similar to Aud of Laxardal 

Saga, Ketil acknowledges Flosi’s ability as a seer. However, the saga author does not necessarily 

emphasize that Flosi has a significant amount of power in this scene, for he does not personally 

reveal what his dream meant. Rather, it is the dominating Iron-Grim and the concerned Ketil 

who reveal what will happen in the future.391 Furthermore, the writer emphasizes his 

powerlessness when his and Ketil’s attempts to defy fate are fruitless: Ketil states, “‘I think it 

would be wise for us not to tell anyone about this dream as matters now stand’” and Flosi agrees 

with him.392 Unfortunately, Kari and his men kill all of the characters named in the vision as the 

saga continues.393 Thus, Flosi does not wield as much authority in the story compared to Ketil or 

Iron-Grim.  

 Another example of a less powerful dream-seer is Thorkel Silver of Vatnsdal Saga, who 

is also an exception amongst dream-seers for the fact that he does not fear his dream-vision. The 

saga introduces Thorkel as a character who did not have many friends, as he was “disliked by 

many men.’”394 Thus, the saga suggests that he is a character in the story with negative qualities. 
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Interestingly, the writer develops such ideas further when Thorkel foolishly interprets his dream 

incorrectly; he experiences a dream where he rode on a blood-red horse through Vatnsdal, noting 

that he “hardly seemed to be touching the ground.”395 In the morning, he approaches his wife, 

Signy, to tell her about the dream and he confidently believes that the imagery meant that 

something red was burning ahead of him, and that “‘this bodes well for (his) honour.’”396 In 

contrast, Signy surmises that the redness in his dream likely alludes to a bloody event, stating 

that, “‘it may be that you will be killed at the meeting if you intend to win the godord, because 

there are enough people who would begrudge you this.’”397 Regardless of her warning, Thorkel 

still approaches the current chieftain, Thorkel Scratcher, at the legal assembly and insults him by 

calling him the son of a slave-woman.398 This affront provokes the chieftain to murder Thorkel 

Silver with an axe at the Alþingi, as Signy predicted.399 

 The saga portrays Thorkel as a fool for not listening to his wife and for interpreting his 

dream incorrectly. As a result, Thorkel is the only dream-seer in the saga examined who does not 

wield a significant amount of authority, despite being able to see into the future. It is his 

foolishness in disregarding his wife’s warning that overrides any opportunity he has to gain 

power in this scene. As a result, Signy holds more power, and the chapter will discuss her role in 

greater detail later.  

 Prophetic men are not the only prominent seers in these stories. The sagas also mention 

three female dream-seers in Njál’s Saga and Laxardal Saga. Unlike most prophetesses of the 

family sagas, these women do not use magic to see into the future. Furthermore, many men do 
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not distrust them specifically for their visions. Characters usually listen to their dreams, with few 

exceptions. Distrust is often only shown when these women exhibit a form of feminine power 

unrelated to foresight, more specifically when they attempt to use feminine power to incite 

individuals. This information presents female dream-seers in an intriguing light compared to 

their male counterparts. Thus, it is necessary to examine these women and the power that they 

gain and lack.  

 One example of a female seer who characters respect and scorn is Hildigunn 

Starkadardottir of Njál’s Saga. Hildigunn awakens one morning with an uneasy feeling after she 

notices that her husband, Hoskuld, is not by her side in bed.400 She immediately leaves her room, 

turns to a group of men and says, “‘my dreams have been harsh, not good – go and search for 

Hoskuld.’”401 Despite how the writer does not detail the contents of her dreams, the mention of 

them in the saga following her realization that Hoskuld is missing implies that there is a 

connection between her dreams and the fate of her husband. The audience is also aware of this 

connection because this scene follows the event where Skarphedin brutally murdered Hoskuld 

with an axe.402 Thus, the audience’s knowledge of this event validates her concerns. Of course, 

while the reader knows about his murder, saga characters such as Hildigunn do not. Like Helgi’s 

vision in this story, Hildigunn’s dreams are another example of an individual experiencing a 

vision of a past event unbeknownst to other characters in the story.403 Her vision proves that 

foresight, as a form of remembrance, could also occur in dreams. Additionally, Hildigunn’s 

reaction to her dreams suggests that they affected her psyche because she wakes up deeply 

concerned. Her emotions reveal the significance of her visions because the author does not 
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describe what she saw in her dreams, only that they were harsh and unsettling.404 Therefore, the 

saga purports that her psyche plays a significant role in determining what her visions mean. 

 Another important aspect of this scene is how others react to her dreams. Immediately 

after she reveals that her dreams were unsettling, the saga states that “they searched for him 

around the farm … she went with two men to the field; there they found Hoskuld slain.”405 

Unlike the mockery that An receives, these men acknowledge her concerns because they form a 

search group to look for his body.406 The saga also gives her legitimate power because the worry 

that her dreams caused her brings her to find Hoskuld’s lifeless body. Of course, Hildigunn does 

not wield power because she could not alter Hoskuld’s fate, as he had already died. However, 

similar to Helgi, she has authority in this scene because she is the first to hint to these men that 

something happened to Hoskuld. Hildigunn also exerts feminine traits when she acts in this 

authoritative role; she acts as a concerned wife, acting to organize the search group and 

accompanying them to confirm what her dreams meant. Interestingly, she later receives scorn 

when she takes further action based on the results of her dream. In such scenes, she exerts a 

different form of power. 

 Rather than adopt masculine traits and physically avenge Hoskuld herself, she incites 

another to do so. Placing her husband’s cloak on the shoulders of her uncle, Flosi, she proclaims, 

“‘I charge you … by your courage and manliness, to avenge all the wounds which he received in 

dying.’”407 This statement places Hildigunn, as a feminine symbol, in control of Flosi’s, 

“courage and manliness” to convince him to accept her request.408 Many scholars such as Jenny 
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Jochens agree that goading and inciting men to do their bidding was a form of female power in 

the sagas.409 Flosi refuses her request at first, stating the infamous line, “‘cold are the counsels of 

women.’”410 His response reflects the ambivalent reaction to the authority that women could hold 

over men in this time. Therefore, he does not recognize that she has power over him in this 

scene. However, the author details that she does, in fact, have some form of influence because 

Flosi does avenge Hoskuld by burning Njál’s home.411  

 Guðrún Ósvífsdóttir of Laxardal Saga is another excellent example of a female dream-

seer with a certain level of power whom the saga primarily describes with feminine traits. The 

writer introduces Guðrún halfway through the story as a young woman who experiences four 

troubling dreams.412 The saga states that she invites a man named Gest Oddleifsson to ride up to 

a farm with her, and she tells him, “‘no one has yet been able to interpret (my dreams) to my 

satisfaction, although I don’t insist that they be favourably interpreted.’”413 Indeed, she does not 

insist that he should interpret her dreams. Rather, it is Gest who responds, “‘tell me your dreams. 

I might be able to make something of them.’”414 In the first dream, Guðrún explains that she 

stood in a stream and removed a large headdress from her head, throwing it into the water soon 

after.415 In the second dream, Guðrún states that she was by a lake with a silver ring on her arm, 

which she lost unexpectedly and to her great dismay. She wore a gold ring in the third dream, but 

she unfortunately fell into the water and smashed the ring accidentally.416 In the fourth dream, 

Guðrún explains that she wore a golden helmet adorned with jewels. She quickly felt that the 
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weight of the helmet was too much for her to bear, and while she did not intend to remove it, it 

fell from her head unexpectedly.417 After Gest intently listens to her explanations, he concludes 

that her first dream suggests that she will not like her first husband and she will leave him.418 He 

believes that the second dream implies that she will marry another man who she cares for, but the 

marriage will not last long; Gest surmises that he will die.419 The imagery of her third dream 

inspires Gest to think that she will marry another man who she cares for, but he will also die 

suddenly.420 Finally, he interprets her fourth dream to foretell that she will marry a man who 

surpasses her, and he will die in Hvammsfjord.421  

 While Gest does not personally approach her or explicitly recognize her power as a 

dream-seer, he also does not disregard the importance of her dreams. It is possible that he 

believes she has expert power, because he interprets her dreams rather seriously. His reaction is 

especially compelling because there is an apparent generational gap between the two characters: 

while Gest is a highly respected, wise chieftain, Guðrún is a bold yet naïve fourteen to fifteen-

year-old girl.422 The fact that she could hold a conversation with Gest leads scholars such as 

Ármann Jakobsson to believe that the author presents Guðrún as a strange and fascinating 

phenomenon amongst women of the sagas.423 She is not merely a woman with many husbands: 

she is an incredibly cunning individual who boldly asks to speak with Gest privately. 

Additionally, Jakobsson argues that her cunning nature potentially places her in a position of 
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power over Gest, despite how he interprets her dreams.424 Firstly, she does not recognize his 

superior position in this scene because she does not ask him personally to interpret her dreams.425 

Secondly, Jakobsson states that it is possible that she uses Gest to determine specific details 

about her dreams, which she likely already believes allude to the deaths of her future 

husbands.426 The possibility that she is unable to determine what her dreams meant betrays her 

cunning personality. Furthermore, Jakobsson explains that a thirteenth-century audience would 

likely infer the connection between her dreams and the fates of the four men she will marry.427 

Thus, it is likely that Guðrún also realizes this connection. As a result, she could approach Gest 

with the intent to goad him to reveal the specifics of who she will marry, and who will die.428 

Furthermore, she personally takes action to fulfill her destiny once Gest confirms what her 

dreams imply. 

 When Guðrún first marries a man named Thorvald Halldorsson, she quickly chooses to 

divorce him that same spring.429 This action allows her to fulfill her destiny shown in the first 

dream, where Gest proclaimed that “‘the first man to whom you are married will not be a match 

to your liking. … And since you removed the headdress … this means that you will leave 

him.’”430 As Gest also interprets that many of her husbands will die, Guðrún takes action to 

ensure certain men will meet their end. For example, she steals a headdress from Kjartan, whom 

she loved, and this leads him to accuse her husband, Bolli, of theft.431 She then attempts to 
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persuade Bolli to attack Kjartan later in the saga, as she states, “‘no matter what offence 

(Kjartan) chooses to commit, no one dares to take him to task for it’” so that Bolli can clearly 

hear her.432 Her words drive Bolli to kill Kjartan, which Jakobsson argues was an attempt to spite 

Kjartan’s wife, Hrefna.433 Other characters then murder Bolli to avenge Kjartan later in the story, 

and Guðrún smiles upon hearing the news.434 Similar to how Hildigunn incited Flosi, Guðrún 

also goads her husband to attack another, and this ensures Bolli’s death later in the saga as her 

dream suggested. In such scenes, the saga author portrays her as an authoritative individual 

because she instigates and ends many of the relationships in different ways. Her reaction to 

Gest’s interpretation is a stark contrast to Flosi’s reaction to his dream, because he makes every 

effort to deny the terrifying vision he saw.435  

 Saga characters do not always acknowledge the significance of women’s dreams. A great 

example of this occurs in Njál’s Saga, when Yngvild Thorkelsdottir receives a troubling dream 

revealing the fate of her son. The saga introduces Yngvild, first and foremost, as a mother.436 

Thus, the writer establishes that her feminine role is a significant aspect of her character. 

Evidence of this is also apparent when, after experiencing an unsettling dream, she attempts to 

stop her sons, Thorkel and Thorvald, from traveling to the Alþingi.   

 Earlier in the story, Flosi approached the two brothers, Thorkel and Thorvald, to ask for 

their support at the legal assembly.437 They initially refuse until Flosi gives them each three 

marks of silver if they agree to support him.438 After Yngvild learns of their promise to Flosi, she 
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weeps and expresses her grave concern for the fate of Thorvald.439 She explains that she had a 

dream earlier where she saw Thorvald wearing a red tunic that clung tightly to his skin, “‘as if it 

had been sewed onto him.’”440 She claims that he looked to be in a state of distress, and she felt 

helpless that she could do nothing for him. The dream is vague enough that it does not reveal 

what will happen to Thorvald. However, scholars such as Christopher Crocker believe that 

Yngvild’s reaction to her dream is highly valuable because it informs the audience of a 

distressing event to come.441 

 Unfortunately, Thorkel and Thorvald disregard her words. While a medieval audience 

would understand that the brothers could ignore her because they cannot change fate, Thorkel 

and Thorvald disregard her for a different reason: the saga states “they … said that this was 

nonsense and that her silly talk would not stop them from riding to the Thing,” implying that she 

uses her dream to warn them.442 Like Njál and Saeunn, Yngvild is one of the few characters who 

uses her prophecy as a warning, attempting to alter Thorvald’s destiny. However, as with the 

other examples, she does not have any power to change it. Thorkel and Thorvald deny her expert 

authority because they believe that her dream is insignificant. The reason for this likely stems 

from two facts: firstly, they wished to attend the Alþingi, and they believed that Yngvild’s 

motherly attempt to save her sons would stop them from fulfilling their role in a masculine arena. 

Secondly, it is unlikely that they see Yngvild in a position of power because she is a woman, in 

accordance with traditional ideas. Of course, events occurring later in the story legitimize 

Yngvild’s powerful position as a dream-seer. 
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 Soon after the brothers arrive at the legal assembly, a great battle ensues, and a man 

named Thorgeir Skorargeir murders Thorvald.443 Thus, the author portrays Thorkel and Thorvald 

as foolish individuals who disregarded their mother’s dream-vision, despite the fact that her 

dream was rather foreboding. Lars Lönnroth argues that the saga writer inserts Yngvild’s vision 

as a literary device, primarily to prepare the audience for Thorvald’s death.444 However, this is 

questionable as Thorvald is a minor character in the story. There is little reason for the saga 

author to use her vision to prepare the audience for the death of a secondary figure. As 

mentioned previously, Christopher Crocker believes that the saga author uses Yngvild’s vision to 

inform the reader of a disturbing and unusually important event to come, revealed by Yngvild’s 

sorrowful reaction.445 Therefore, Crocker advocates that the significance of Yngvild’s dream lies 

primarily in her emotional and psychological response, for the dream alone is too vague for the 

audience to discern what it meant.446 Her ability to interpret this vision of questionable clarity 

places her in a powerful position, especially when the writer legitimizes her concerns when her 

prediction comes true.  

 These results present an intriguing tension based on the authority she lacks and gains; her 

sons do not believe her, nor can she change Thorvald’s fate. However, her ability to see into and 

interpret the future places her in a superior position over them.447 This scene suggests that the 

inevitability of fate can override traditional ideas of gender and power, as other examples have 

also shown. Dissimilar to how Yngvild’s sons disregarded her vision, saga authors establish that 

many dream-figures were quite influential in these stories. 
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The Masculine and Feminine Power of Dream-Figures 

Dream-figures appear most prominently in Njál’s Saga, Gísli’s Saga and Laxardal Saga. These 

figures can influence the seers as they dictate what will happen in the future, threatening them as 

masculinized, dominant figures in some scenes. This often makes the seers fearful of foreboding 

visions. Other dream-figures exhibit feminine traits as well, and this does not necessarily 

undermine their authority.  

 One excellent example of a dominant dream-figure who dictates the future is Iron-Grim 

of Njál’s Saga. Compared to the cowardly Flosi, he occupies an influential masculine role in the 

dream. The author reiterates Iron-Grim’s authority when Flosi acts cautiously throughout much 

of the saga as a result.448 For example, he reminds Ketil to be wary later in the story when he 

states, “‘remember the dream I told you … for there are many in your company now who were 

called out in that dream.’”449 Flosi’s fear symbolizes that he believes Iron-Grim’s foreboding 

prophecy will likely happen.  

 Saga writers also depict female dream-figures as beings of equal power who exert 

masculine qualities and prophesize the future. One example of this is the cruel dream-woman of 

Gísli’s Saga. The evil dream-woman continually prophesizes ill to Gísli throughout the story. 

The writer introduces her as a terrifying, masculinized figure because she always threatens him 

by “want(ing) to smear him with gore, bathe him in sacrificial blood and act in a foul manner.”450 

Interestingly, Gísli attributes both masculine and feminine traits to her near the end of the story. 
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The writer states that the cruel woman ties a cap stained with blood to his head in his dreams.451 

Gísli reveals this in verse when he states, “‘I thought I felt how the valkyrie’s hands, dripping 

with sword-rain, placed a bloody cap upon my thickly grown, straight-cut locks of hair.’”452 

Thus, he likens the actions of the cruel women to that of the mythical valkyrie, a feminine 

symbol of masculine power, to suggest that the dream-woman will bring about his death.453 

Despite how the saga portrays the two women as opposites on a fundamental level, they are 

similar primarily for the fact that they both prophesize Gísli’s death.  

 Soon after he becomes an outlaw, Gísli has a vision where he enters a house, welcomed 

by the good dream-woman and all of his kinsmen.454 Seven lit torches line the walls of the room, 

and the woman explains that the flames represent the number of years he has left to live.455 Later 

in the story, Gísli dreams that she revisits him and takes him to an ornately-decorated hall with 

cushioned seating.456 She proclaims that Gísli will come here when he dies, wealthy and 

content.457 Compared to the evil dream-woman, this figure is caring and more feminine. 

Furthermore, the good dream-woman’s effeminate nature does not undermine her prophetic 

power, for she also prophesizes his death and Gísli certainly believes in his fate. Later in the 

story, the saga notes that “he felt that no other refuge was left to him since the tally of years in 

his dreams had now passed away,” implying that he fully understands he only had seven years to 

live as his dreams suggested.458 An impending death fills his thoughts because he believes the 
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women’s foreknowledge is correct. The writer also uses Gísli’s death at the end of the saga to 

reveal that their power was legitimate.459  

 An’s dream-woman of Laxardal Saga is another excellent example of a dream-figure 

whom the saga describes with masculine and feminine qualities. An expresses fear in response to 

the violent, masculinized woman who forcefully slices him open with a cleaver in his dream.460 

As a result, the saga writer attributes masculine traits to her when describing how she physically 

attacks An with a weapon.461 Furthermore, her prophetic role allows her to control An’s mental 

state and emotions: she frightens him when she kills him in his dream, and he feels at ease when 

he dreams that she supposedly heals him.462 An is grateful for his second dream because he 

believes her actions of healing him, in this traditionally feminine role, supposedly confirmed that 

he avoided his dream-death.463 Thus, the saga suggests that she wields power in both masculine 

and feminine roles, and the writer notes that she can alternate between the two with ease. 

Contemporary sagas such as The Saga of the Icelanders also feature female dream-figures with 

masculine traits who engage with their prophecy.  

 A man named Þórarin Gilsson dreams that a woman visits him and states that she will 

heave rocks “where Björn and Sighvat are struggling to win.”464 This line vaguely alludes to a 

pivotal moment in a future battle of Örlygsstað where enemies from the south throw rocks at 

Sturla Sighvatsson’s army to ambush them.465 Thus, Sturla Þórðarson associates this woman with 
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the battle of Örlygsstað. Other examples feature female figures associated with masculinity and 

femininity in the saga. For example, a man in Skagafjörð dreams that he comes across two 

bloodied dream-women in a house.466 As blood seeps into the room through the roof, they rock 

back and forth reciting verses that detail a great battle to come.467 The women mention that blood 

will rain over the battlefield before men die, suggesting that the blood dripping from the roof of 

the house symbolizes this.468 The saga also implies that the women state their names, ‘Guðr’ and 

‘Göndul,’ because they speak from a first-person perspective in their verses.469 The saga writer 

hints that at least one of the women is a valkyrie, for the prophetess of The Sibyl's Prophecy 

mentions the name Göndul among others when she mentions these supernatural female 

figures.470 The two women also excitedly proclaim, “we’re racing, racing to Raftahlíð to reap 

from slain and bloody men,” further alluding to the idea that they will both perform their 

masculinized duties of taking the lifeless bodies of worthy men at Raftahlíð to Valhalla.471 Male 

and female characters who interpret dreams in the family sagas also tend to exhibit both 

masculine and feminine qualities. 

 

Male and Female Interpreters: Power in Specificity 

Many dream-seers reveal their dreams to other characters to ask for their interpretation of what 

these visions could mean. These interpreters do not necessarily feature prominently in the sagas, 
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but the authors always prove that their readings are correct. The writers use the specificity of 

their interpretation to highlight certain events that occur in the sagas. As a result, their 

predictions often serve as a literary device to ensure the progression of the story. The validity of 

their interpretations makes them especially compelling to examine, for such characters do not 

necessarily experience foresight or have a reputation as a seer. In particular, three individuals 

appear in Njál’s Saga, Laxardal Saga and Vatnsdal Saga to interpret the course of fate revealed 

to them.  

 Ketil Sigfusson of Njál’s Saga is one such example. The author introduces Ketil as the 

man married to Njál’s daughter, Thorgerd.472 The writer does not reveal his wise prowess until 

halfway through the saga, when Ketil interprets the dream-vision of Flosi to mean that Iron-Grim 

named men who would die in the future.473 The saga author uses Ketil’s prediction to validate 

him as a wise interpreter because his theory comes true when Kari and his men kill Flosi’s 

men.474 Furthermore, the writer suggests that Ketil is in a superior position to men such as Flosi 

based on his interpretation; the author grants him this power because Flosi recognizes that his 

prediction is likely correct.475 While this is not necessarily expert power because Ketil cannot see 

into the future, he has authority because he interpreted a vision of the future correctly.  

 Another interesting male interpreter is Gest Oddleifsson of Laxardal Saga. Gest is a rare 

example amongst interpreters because the author introduces him as a “wise man, who could 

foretell many events of the future,” implying that his prophetic ability is a significant mark of his 
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character.476 While the saga does not detail that he receives prophetic visions, the writer certainly 

acknowledges that he has a reputation as a prescient individual. Furthermore, Gest’s description 

in this story resembles Njál’s introduction in Njál’s Saga, for both stories note that characters 

often approached these men to hear their advice.477 Gest’s description is quite different from 

Ketil’s, whom the writer does not define as a prescient man. While the author primarily focuses 

on the actions of Guðrún and the power she wields, the saga does emphasize that Gest’s 

interpretations of her dreams are significant from a narrative perspective because they determine 

specific events in the story.  

 Interestingly, as a man who determines that she will marry men in the future, Gest’s role 

echoes that of a father or brother who gives their daughter or sister to another man in marriage, 

in accordance with medieval Icelandic marital laws.478 In such cases, men are in a superior 

position to women in accordance with traditional ideas. However, earlier discussions of this 

scene in this chapter reveal that the saga implies that Guðrún is an authority figure over Gest. 

Ármann Jakobsson argues that she incites him to reveal further details about her future husbands, 

because she potentially knows that they will die.479 Therefore, it is possible that the author 

problematizes Gest’s masculine, assumed authority over her in this scene. Of course, this does 

not suggest that Gest’s interpretation does not have significance in the story.  

 Gest’s interpretation is primarily important as a literary device, for the minute details of 

his prediction shape the remainder of the saga. Indeed, Guðrún makes many efforts to follow the 

specifics of his interpretation throughout the story. Furthermore, the prediction of events likely 
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echoes the inferences that a thirteenth-century audience would make, as Jakobsson argues that 

the connection between the symbolic objects and the men whom Guðrún would marry was 

obvious.480 Thus, it is possible that the writers use thirteenth-century beliefs and ideas to validate 

the idea that his interpretation is correct, in this way granting him legitimate power as a wise 

interpreter.  

 There is also a female interpreter named Signy who appears in Vatnsdal Saga, and her 

interpretation of her husband’s dream is especially valuable. Interestingly, Signy only features 

briefly in the story and the author does not define her as a prescient character. Similar to 

Yngvild’s introduction in Njál’s Saga, the author of Vatnsdal Saga emphasizes Signy’s 

femininity when introducing her only as “the wife of Thorkel Silver,” before naming her.481 This 

introduction suggests that her role as his wife is an important aspect of her character, similar to 

how the author of Njál’s Saga introduces Yngvild.482 She is another example amongst 

interpreters of dreams of someone who does not have prophetic power. Nonetheless, it is her 

interpretive ability that makes her especially noteworthy in this saga.  

 After Thorkel tells her of his dream that he felt signifies his victory at the Alþingi, Signy 

feels unsettled by his dream and instead suggests that it likely foretells his doom to come at the 

legal assembly the next day.483 She believes that the horse is Thorkel’s fetch because its name is 

Nightmare, proclaiming that, “a mare is a man’s fetch.”484 Just as Thord saw his own fetch 

moments before his death, so too does Signy believe that Nightmare will lead Thorkel to his 

                                                           
480 Jakobsson, “A Saga Heroine Invents her own Life,” 36. 
481 “The Saga of the People of Vatnsdal (Vatnsdæla saga),” 255. 
482 Njál’s Saga (Brennu-Njál’s Saga), 235. 
483 “The Saga of the People of Vatnsdal (Vatnsdæla saga),” 256. 
484 “The Saga of the People of Vatnsdal (Vatnsdæla saga),” 256. 
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demise.485 As the saga roots Signy’s interpretation in Old Norse cultural ideas of fetches, it is 

possible that a thirteenth-century audience would believe that Thorkel’s reading of his dream 

was incorrect.  

 After Signy reveals her interpretation of his dream, the author states that Thorkel “acted 

as if he had not heard this” and traveled to the Alþingi the next morning.486 This reaction appears 

similar to the scene of Thorvald and Thorkel who foolishly disregard Yngvild’s dream in Njál’s 

Saga, because they consider it an attempt to keep them from attending the Alþingi.487 It is 

interesting to note that both of these visions involve men who disregard women because their 

dreams could potentially keep them from the male-dominated legal assembly. Thus, it is possible 

that these men consider the dreams and interpretations of these women as a means to keep them 

from fulfilling their masculine roles. The men foolishly ignore destiny as a result.  

 A similar example of men disregarding their fate is present in The Saga of Hacon, 

Hacon’s Son: the Scottish king Alexander II dreams that three men ask him if he will make war 

on the southern isles of Scotland.488 He responds that he will “lay the Isles under him” and they 

warn him to turn back from Kerrera-sound.489 When he awakens, he tells his dream to others 

who also suggest that he should turn back. Unfortunately, he disregards their warnings out of 

pride, confidence and a male desire to dominate the islands. Consequently, he dies soon after due 

                                                           
485 Njál’s Saga (Brennu-Njál’s Saga), 69; Jochens, Old Norse Images of Women, 37. 
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to illness.490 Therefore, it is evident that the saga authors argue that male honour and power does 

not stand above the authority of fate, and this is especially true of Thorkel in Vatnsdal Saga. 

 Signy’s interpretation is a warning to Thorkel, although the saga writer does not imply 

that she attempts to change fate. She differs from individuals who do because she does not 

suggest that Thorkel should take a different action. Rather, she advises Thorkel to consider her 

prediction, and it is entirely his choice to decide whether or not he will attend the Alþingi. As 

mentioned previously, Thorkel still attends the Alþingi and Thorkel Scratcher murders him 

there.491 Therefore, the author emphasizes that Signy’s concerns were warranted. Of course, the 

saga does not place her in an authoritative position over her husband because she could not 

change his destiny. However, the writer reveals Signy’s legitimacy as an interpreter when future 

events occur exactly as she predicted, despite the fact that she cannot see into the future. The 

results of Signy’s interpretation reflect a fascinating tension present in the sagas particularly with 

women and effeminate men against masculine characters. Thorkel denies Signy any opportunity 

to gain power based on her foreknowledge, but the writer also uses destiny itself to provide her 

with legitimate authority because she is correct. Perhaps the counsels of women in the sagas 

were not always so cold.   

 

Conclusions 

Dream-visions in the family sagas commonly serve as a means to warn a character of their 

impending doom. In many cases, the visions reflect the anxieties and concerns of dream-seers 

and interpreters. Dream-figures can also feature in these visions as a manifestation of these 
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concerns, the most notable examples of this being the dream-women and man of Laxardal Saga, 

Njál’s Saga and Gísli’s Saga.492 Interestingly, a larger number of men and women attempt to 

challenge fate in comparison to the prophetic men and prophetesses examined in Chapter Two; 

such examples are more prominent in Gísli’s Saga, Njál’s Saga and Vatnsdal Saga.493 However, 

the percentage of these individuals is minimal within the larger count of dream-seers, dream-

figures and interpreters of dreams.  

 The close analysis of these men and women reveals exciting results. Firstly, the saga 

writers suggest that these characters can experience foresight most commonly without the aid of 

magic, unlike prophetesses. These stories also present an equal amount of men and women who 

experience, feature in or respond to dream-visions. Amongst dream-seers in Laxardal Saga, 

Njál’s Saga, Gísli’s Saga and Vatnsdal Saga, there are four men and three women.494 One male 

dream-figure and three dream-women also feature in Njál’s Saga and Gísli’s Saga.495 Lastly, two 

men and one woman interpret dreams in Laxardal Saga, Njál’s Saga and Vatnsdal Saga.496 

While the numbers vary when categorized in this way, the total number of men and women who 

involve themselves in dream visions is split equally; there are seven men and seven women. 

Evidently, the writers do not ascribe foresight to one gender more than the other.  

 Furthermore, these characters tend to exhibit both masculine and feminine qualities with 

one trait more prominent than the other in some instances. For example, male and female dream-

                                                           
492 “The Saga of the People of Laxardal (Laxdæla saga),” 368; Njál’s Saga (Brennu-Njál’s Saga), 233; “The Saga of 

Gísli Súrsson (Gísla saga súrssonar),” 531. 
493 “The Saga of Gísli Súrsson (Gísla saga súrssonar),” 515; Njál’s Saga (Brennu-Njál’s Saga), 236; “The Saga of 

the People of Vatnsdal (Vatnsdæla saga),” 256. 
494 “The Saga of the People of Laxardal (Laxdæla saga),” 368; Njál’s Saga (Brennu-Njál’s Saga), 236; “The Saga of 

Gísli Súrsson (Gísla saga súrssonar),” 531. 
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seers primarily act and react to their visions in feminine ways. Comparatively, the only male 

dream-figure in these stories is predominantly masculine while female dream-figures either have 

masculine or feminine qualities, and some women can move between the two with ease. Lastly, 

interpreters usually have either masculine or feminine traits. 

 Interestingly, feminine traits do not appear to undermine the power of men and women in 

relation to dreams. For example, Iron-Grim of Njál’s Saga exhibits masculine traits and wields 

legitimate power as a dream-figure when he foretells the fate of Flosi’s men.497 Despite how 

characters de-masculinize An the Black of Laxardal Saga, Aud acknowledges the severity of his 

dream, and thus his knowledge, of future events.498 Characters also often respect the dreams of 

women such as Hildigunn of Njál’s Saga but disregard the women themselves at times.499 In 

other situations, men completely disregard women like Signy of Vatnsdal Saga as well as their 

dreams, and the saga portrays them as foolish characters for doing so.500 In both circumstances, 

women are always correct in their interpretation. This conflict of men and women gaining and 

lacking authority presents fascinating insights on the medieval Icelandic perspective of gender; 

the saga authors acknowledge traditional ideas of male dominance that permeate their society, 

yet they must refuse such concepts when the irrefutability of destiny plays a crucial part in the 

story.  
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Conclusion 

The family sagas reveal the complex nature of gender perceptions in medieval Iceland. Society 

operated under a patriarchal structure, yet the stories include many characters who transcend 

these traditional ideas. The actions of prophetic men and women strongly reflect this conflict of 

ideas, and these results can lead the reader to several conclusions. 

 It is first evident that visions serve two significant roles in the stories: at times, the writers 

use them as literary tools to advance the story and connect with their audience. Visions are also 

important for their role as a window into the psyche of characters and medieval Icelandic society 

as a result. The former is particularly apparent in scenes such as Ingimund’s prophecy in 

Vatnsdal Saga, and Gest’s interpretations of Guðrún’s visions in Laxardal Saga.501 As visions of 

the future are often dark and foreboding, prophecies most commonly reflect the anxieties and 

concerns of characters in almost all of the stories examined. For example, the visions of Flosi, 

Gísli and Njál of Njál’s Saga and Gísli’s Saga tend to reflect their concerns, spurred by a desire 

to avoid blood-vengeance and fueled, potentially, by guilt in some cases.502 Their reactions to 

these visions are also compelling to consider. In some cases, these visions can be the cause of 

their concerns and motivate some characters to try and challenge destiny. 

 There are very few who defy fate in the sagas, but their presence adds complexity to the 

story. Amongst ‘prophets’ and prophetess, only Njál and Saeunn of Njál’s Saga attempt to alter 

the course of destiny.503 There is a higher number amongst dream-seers, dream-figures and 

interpreters: for example, Gísli, Yngvild and Ketil of Njál’s Saga and Gísli’s Saga all try to 
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present an alternative action to avoid fate.504 Signy of Vatnsdal Saga also warns her husband 

about his potentially grim fate, however she does not suggest that he should take action to 

change it.505 Characters often try to change the grim destiny of their loved ones, revealing an 

interesting pattern when compared to prescient individuals who do not attempt to defy destiny. 

This pattern appears most commonly in Njál’s Saga, as a majority of these examples exist in this 

story. Such reactions to grim prophecies suggest that accepting fate as an unavoidable force was 

not necessarily an immediate consideration amongst Icelanders. Despite how more dream-seers 

and interpreters attempt to defy fate in comparison to prophets and prophetesses, these characters 

still constitute a minority in the sagas. It is possible that the reason for their inclusion in the 

stories is to suggest that it is only human to try and change a foreboding destiny. The results of 

this examination also show that the saga authors define foresight very differently in comparison 

to its portrayal in eddic poetry. 

 The poems imply that this ability, acquired through the use of seiðr, was primarily 

feminine.506 In comparison, these six family sagas introduce a plethora of prophetic men 

alongside women, and a majority of these characters do not use magic to see into the future.507 

Of course, this does not suggest that the saga authors ignore the feminized concept of foresight 

through magic: Thorbjorg, Thordis and an unnamed Sámi prophetess in Eirík the Red’s Saga and 

Vatnsdal Saga clearly use magic, and Saeunn of Njál’s Saga is the only prophetess who does 

not.508 Interestingly, the saga writer does not introduce Saeunn as a ‘prophetess’ though she still 
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experiences foresight and reveals a prophecy as the other women do.509 These results show that a 

majority of prophetesses used magic in the family sagas to foretell the future, and it was rather 

rare, though not unheard of, for other prophetic female characters to experience foresight without 

magic. Comparatively, no female dream-seers, dream-figures or interpreters use magic to 

prophesize the future, because it simply comes to them in a dream.510 Thus, the saga authors 

appear to only recognize the feminization of foresight specifically through magic, but they 

purport that men and women could also experience foresight without the aid of seiðr. The writers 

promote an understanding of foresight inclusive of both men and women. 

 Furthermore, there is very little difference in the ratio between powerful, prescient men 

and women in these sagas. Examining ‘prophets’ and prophetesses alone, the writers introduce 

four men and four women in Njál’s Saga, The Saga of the Greenlanders, Eirík the Red’s Saga 

and Vatnsdal Saga.511 Interestingly, the numbers are slightly less consistent amongst dream-

seers, dream-figures and interpreters of dreams. Amongst dream-seers, there are four men and 

three women in Laxardal Saga, Gísli’s Saga, Njál’s Saga and Vatnsdal Saga.512 Comparatively, 

the authors only introduce one male dream-figure and three female figures in Njál’s Saga, Gísli’s 

Saga and Laxardal Saga.513 Interestingly, the stories also present only one female interpreter 
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amongst two male interpreters in Njál’s Saga, Laxardal Saga and Vatnsdal Saga.514 Despite this 

variation amongst the numbers of men and women involved in dream-visions, there are seven 

men and seven women total who feature in scenes. Thus, eleven prescient men and eleven 

prophetic women make up the majority of clairvoyant characters in these six stories. This equal 

number suggests that the saga writers did not gender this prophetic ability. As a result, the sagas 

purport that men and women could wield a level of authority that destiny gave them. 

 The authors explicitly use the irrefutability of fate as a means to give their characters 

authority. This thesis has examined authority using modern definitions of legitimate and expert 

power provided by John R.P French Jr. and Bertram Raven.515 As mentioned previously, some 

individuals recognize the power of prophets, prophetesses, dream-seers and interpreters when 

they seek them out for advice. Additionally, the saga author legitimizes this power when their 

visions come true. Interestingly, results also show that characters without the ability to see into 

the future can still wield this power; namely, most characters who interpret dreams in the sagas 

are not prophetic, but their interpretations are always correct. Saga authors grant them legitimate 

authority as wise interpreters, as a result. Furthermore, some seers do not wield this power 

despite their ability to see into the future; for example, Vatnsdal Saga portrays Thorkel Silver as 

a powerless character because he foolishly misinterpreted his dream, despite the clearly 

foreboding imagery and the warning that Signy gave.516 Thus, interpretation of events is crucial 

in attaining legitimate and expert power.  
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 Many characters also deny the power of women and effeminate men based on their 

foreknowledge. In such instances, they scorn or mock them and they disbelieve their prophecies. 

Results show that these men usually wish to control the magical power of prophetesses for their 

benefit, and many do not agree with their visions when it gets in the way of their desires. 

Furthermore, individuals disbelieve prophetic characters who do not use magic, and this is likely 

because such character pose a feminine threat to masculine power. Their reactions strongly 

reflect traditional views of gender roles and power within a male-dominant society.517 These 

women and feminine men, scorned most prominently in Vatnsdal Saga, Laxardal Saga, Njál’s 

Saga and Gísli’s Saga, do not wield power as a result.518 However, the saga author always 

iterates that the characters’ prescient predictions were correct. In this sense, it is the saga author 

who uses the inevitability of destiny to support their superior position over other characters.   

 Additionally, many powerful individuals who can see into the future exert either 

masculine or feminine traits, and some exhibit both. This consideration of power is a stark 

contrast to the traditional views of society, whereby medieval Icelanders understood that 

masculinity primarily equated to strength and power.519 The ability to predict the future allows 

men and women with varying gendered traits to have a similar type of power over others. The 

results of this thesis truly reveal the complexities of gender perceptions in relation to foresight in 

medieval Iceland.  

 Destiny plays an interesting role in determining how men and women of these six sagas 

gain or lose power in the eyes of other characters. As researchers have yet to focus on the 
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connection between gender and foresight in the Icelandic sagas, more must be done. Examples 

from The Saga of the People of Eyri, The Saga of King Hacon, and The Saga of the Icelanders 

included in this thesis suggest that similar ideas of gender and power exist in other family sagas, 

contemporary sagas and kings’ sagas.520 Thus, future research should consider if such ideas are 

also prevalent in other sagas such as the legendary sagas and the chivalric sagas. Furthermore, 

scholars should pay close attention to any patterns that may appear similar or different in how 

characters in these stories consider prophecies and the seers themselves. In doing so, it is 

pertinent that researchers examine how Icelanders perceived the power of destiny, and scholars 

must compare it to the extensive work done on masculine and feminine power in Old Norse 

literature. This direction will lead researchers to new understandings of how foresight affects 

perceptions of gender and power. Traditional views in medieval Iceland truly meant little before 

the inevitability of destiny. 
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